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ABSTRACT 

 

This research examined the ways that ethnic minorities are depicted in mainstream media 

representations in China and how the public accepts and consumes such depictions. It provides a 

case study of the Inner Mongolian singer Ayanga, who made his debut in the media in 2012 and 

gained great popularity in a musical talent show in 2018. The thesis put various media texts 

produced by related fans communities into a database for analysis. By looking into the media 

strategies used by the state power structure and the majority ethnic group of China, a country 

where the dominant mainstream Han group makes up over 90% of the national population, the 

study discovers how representations of ethnic minorities help to construct the Han's subjectivity 

in China's nationality. 
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INTRODUCTION: ETHNIC MINORITIES IN CHINA AND THE CASE OF AYANGA 

Among researches focusing on the state’s policy and strategy in media presentations of 

ethnic minorities in China, there are both domestic and foreign scholars that have made great 

contribution to the topic. The researches of media studies of ethnic minorities in China has a 

preference of focusing on films, fine arts, and printed works such as pictorials and newspapers. 

In addition, the works prefer to do studies chronically since the post 1949 era.  

Therefore, there remains some media forms that can be further examined, for instance, 

programs and shows on TV, and the music works produced by ethnic minorities. In addition, 

there should be more up-to-date researches focusing on ethnic representations since 2010. In this 

context, the Inner Mongolian singer Ayanga who made his debut on media in 2012 is a good 

subject for a close-up study of media representations. As an ethnic minority performer in China, 

Ayanga has attended many central government-sponsored events/galas, and also gained great 

popularity in a musical talent show named Super Vocal (声入人心) in 2018 (Lin Bingkuai-er, 

2014; Southern Metropolis Entertainment, 2019). 

Ayanga is born in 1989 in Etuoke Banner, Ordos City, Inner Mongolia Autonomous 

Region, China. His ethnicity is Mongolian, which is one of the fifty-five officially recognized 

ethnic minorities in China. Graduating from the Department of Musical in Beijing Dance 

Academy, his main career now is singer and musical actor. In 2013, Ayanga became a solo 

singer in Beijing Dance Drama & Opera Theatre (北京歌剧舞剧院), an institution fully 

sponsored by the state-owned enterprise named Beijing Performance & Arts Group (VineinVine, 

2019). This resume makes Ayanga rather representative in showing how the central power would 

like the public to regard ethnic minorities. As a singer in the state-owned institution, conveying 
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the central power’s propaganda of minorities’ mainstream image is part of Ayanga’s duty and 

also his career baseline. Having taken part in various musicals, official events/galas and variety 

shows, Ayanga then gained great popularity, especially among young people, in 2018 after being 

a contestant in Super Vocal, a music talent show by Hunan Satellite TV, one of the most 

influential provincial Satellite TV known for its production in entertainment. Afterwards, 

Ayanga is invited to more variety shows sponsored by Satellite TV channels, official galas and 

events (he performed in the 2019 China Central Television Spring Festival Gala), advertisements 

and interviews. Ayanga's rise to stardom in 2018 led to his fans urgently collecting various 

archives about him: from the media records of his performances in various platforms to his 

biographical backgrounds, both before and after his taking part in Super Vocal. Such abundant 

archives have offered rich materials for developing a research on the perspective of ethnic 

minorities' media representations in China -- taking Ayanga as a primary example. 

Meanwhile, Ayanga’s popularity among young people after Super Vocal produced 

immensely detailed archives of Ayanga’s career and life – this phenomenon also led to the 

construction of a tremendous database of how the young generation of audiences consume, 

digest and rebuild the minority’s ethnic representation. And this database is called fan-fiction. 

With the very basic technical requirements (any device for typing and Internet access), fans are 

able to retell Ayanga’s story with their own imaginations and fantasies and spread them 

throughout the online community. Fans composed hundreds of thousands of romantic fanfictions 

about Ayanga with his Super Vocal partner Zheng Yunlong, and reflected on their interpretation 

of interethnic romance between a majority Han and a minority Mongolian. The plots in 

fanfictions not only depict the power dynamic between the Han and minority, but also reflect the 
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gaze toward Ayanga within the eyes of Han’s – since Ayanga has entered the popular culture 

dominated by Han people. Fanfiction is the voice of the audience, the critique, feedback and 

interaction with the original text. By studying Ayanga’s image in some of the most popular 

pieces of fannish interpretation, we are able to look into how the audience perceives ethnic 

minorities, and how effective mainstream media’s representation of said minorities is affecting 

the audience's ideology. 

This thesis studies Ayanga's media representation as an ethnic minority from two 

perspectives: mainstream media’s representation strategy of ethnic minorities and the public’s 

perception of ethnic minorities as reflected in fanfictions. Chapter 1 is the literature review of 

previous researches on the representation ethnic minorities in China and parallels researches 

focusing on Orientalism in the West. Chapter 2 examines physical patterns of Ayanga’s 

performances on official media stages. Chapter 3 looks into Ayanga’s linguistic presentation in 

various musical programs and musical works. Chapter 4 analyzes Ayanga’s image in various 

popular fanfictions depicting an interethnic romance with Zheng Yunlong – a Han singer. 

Interviews will be used as supportive materials and representations of other ethnicities will be 

cited to conduct comparative analysis.  

The thesis concludes that Ayanga's media representations in musical works reflect how the 

state power and the majority ethnicity of China, a country with a dominant mainstream Han 

group of over 90% of the national population, construct Han's subjectivity in China's nationality 

by using various strategies to depict the domestic minorities in an objectified, othered, and 

culturally and historically ambiguous status. Influenced by such media strategies, in the fannish 

interpretation and composition of Ayanga, his ethnicity is identified through extremes, abstracted 
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and fetishized in the Simplified-Chinese fandom – a language community online dominated by 

Han. 
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Chapter 1: Literature Review on Previous Research of Ethnic Minorities 

Among researchers focusing on the state’s policy and strategy in media presentations of 

ethnic minorities in China, there are both domestic and foreign scholars who have made great 

contributions to the topic and can draw parallels to studies focusing on Orientalism in Western 

research.  

The common understanding of “fifty-six ethnicities/nationalities” in China has a rather short 

history, though some minority groups among the fifty-six have a rather long history. The 

Mongolians and Manchus, for example, had already been recognized in the time of Republic of 

China (1912-1949) or even earlier. The term “fifty-six ethnicities/nationalities” describes the 

ethnic groups in the time of the People’s Republic of China (PRC), which was established in 

1949. Therefore, the study of modern ethnic groups has a clear start point of 1949.  

Since the 1980s, government and scholars in the People’s Republic of China have worked 

hard to precisely define the Chinese term of “ethnicity/nationality,” with some significant 

differences from the typically referenced Marxist-Leninist literature in the 1950s. They have 

since recognized fifty-five ethnic minorities besides the majority Han (Heberer, 2018). While 

Han encompasses 90% of the population and sometimes “generally known as Chinese” 

(Herberer, p. 7), the rest were categorized into fifty-five officially recognized ethnic minority 

names. (In China, every natural citizen’s governmentally issued ID card shows his/her ethnicity 

using an exclusive name.) The definition of “shaoshu minzu (少数民族)”, Herberer (2018) 

translated it as “national minorities,” while in more recent works and Chinese government files it 

is usually translated as “ethnic minorities” (Zou, 2009, p. 16). Defining an official “shaoshu 

minzu” has very unique and complicated standards. Berry (1992), Herberer (2018), Zhang 
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(1997), and also many Chinese scholars, have admitted that it is hard to have a precise translation 

of “minzu” reflecting its Chinese definition. Herberer explains “shaoshu minzu” as: 

[…] from the Chinese perspective it would imply an ethnic group that is relatively small 

numerically compared with the largest nationality, and that is distinguished from society 

at large and from the Han by certain specifically national characteristics. (p. 12) 

This definition has already shed light on some characteristics in China’s post-1949 ethnic 

studies: the “binary relationship between Han and the rest of minorities” is the base stone (Ma, 

2010, p. 95).  

Scholars have studied the topic of representation of ethnic minorities in China from two 

approaches. The first and main approach focuses on the ethnic minorities’ role in the 

construction of the Han-majority’s modern national identity in China through various art forms 

such as film, dancing, singing, painting, literature, etc. (Gladney, 1994; Chen, 2009; Zhang, 

1997; Hu, 2016). It is argued that the central power and mainstream media make use of ethnic 

minorities and modeling them in various ways, yet after all are “in response to the changing 

content of the national identity anxiety” (Chen, 2009, p. ii). The ethnic minorities mirrored the 

“mainstream majority” and became the place for the mainstream majority to project “the regrets 

of the mainstream society” (Chen, p. ii). Minorities’ cultures are used to rescue and maintain the 

local national identity “in the even destructive crash” of globalization (Hu, 2016, p. 31, p. 36).  

The other approach focuses on the state’s administration and management strategies of 

presenting ethnic minorities via officially sanctioned channels, such as newspapers and textbooks 

(Hoodie, 2006; Baranovitch, 2010). Through strategies such as emphasizing the central 

government’s “accommodation of minority interests” (Hoddie, p. 6) or describing China as a 
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multi-ethnic country “[having] been the same since antiquity,” the purpose is to “[maintain] its 

political unity” (Baranovitch, p. 116). And such strategies serve the Han-dominant central 

government in their ruling of the minority areas. 

For the Western studies of Orientalism that draw parallels with the ethnic minority studies 

in China, the researchers mainly focus on examinations of Orientalism in the contemporary 

media (McGee, 2012; Pao, 1992). The orientalist negotiation of ethnicity, sex and gender in 

media texts have been analyzed with “theories and models drawn from work in theatre and film 

semiotics, cultural history, and genre studies” (Pao, 1992, p. 21). 

The Highly Sexualized Minorities 

One of the main arguments made by researchers of ethnic minorities in China is the highly 

gendered, eroticized, and romanticized representations. Gladney (1994, p. 95) argues that the 

representation of the minorities in a “colorful, romanticized” fashion, shares common ground 

with Zhang (1997, p. 89) who also points out that minority people are stereotyped as well 

dressed and actively “engaged—among other things—in romantic affairs” with singing and 

dancing. Comparatively, it’s not common practice to represent the Han erotically in the media, 

showing a more sexually controlled and repressed image. As Gladney (1994) once pointed out 

that the strict censorship of sex is a phenomenon showing up in the post-1949 Communist PRC, 

the Han’s sexual abstinence is coherent with the state-party’s ideology, affirming them to be the 

subject and mainstream of the nation. Chen (2009) added that the repressive/open construction 

between Han and the “inferior” minorities (in contrast with Han’s superiority) gives the 

mainstream audience permission to consume erotic content with the excuse of experiencing the 

minority culture in films. During the post-1949 era, while the mainstream media production was 
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controlled by the state power with severe limitation on erotic contents, “the eroticization and 

feminization of the ethnic minorities” was tolerated by the authority and favored by the audience 

(Chen, 2009, p. 78). Such materialization and consumption of the minority’s sexuality is 

explained as the presentation and acceptance of the minority’s unique culture.  

The examination of the eroticized minorities draws a parallel with the studies of 

Orientalism. Similar to Chen (2009) arguing that erotic content is tolerated and consumed in the 

name of the cultural difference of the ethnic minorities, McGee (2012, p. 211) points out that 

20th century belly dancers cleverly positioned their highly sexualized movements “within the 

mores of Victorian value structures by claiming religious, ritual, or redemptive themes.” The 

belly dancers explain the eroticism in their dancing as a presentation of Orient cultures, for 

example, the widespread Hinduism in the Indian subcontinent – which was then colonized by 

European countries. Hinduism highly praises the power of sexuality between men and women 

and has a longstanding and prosperous culture of dancing related to the worshipping gods and 

the telling of mythological stories. In the name of introducing culture from colonized countries to 

the suzerain people and fulfilling their exotic curiosities, belly dancers managed to prevent their 

erotic expressions from being accused of pornography in the time of Victorian prudery and in the 

empire on which “the sun never sets. ” 

Based on the argument that ethnic minorities are highly eroticized and romanticized, 

researchers further argue that minorities are also highly gendered to be the sexual object of gaze. 

Quoted by Hoddie (2006), Gladney (1994, p. 97) points out that in the “state-sponsored English 

pictorial” Chinese Nationalities (1989), minorities are highly gendered and eroticized as female 

– “only three nationalities are represented in the first picture as males” while “all fifty-three 
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others are represented […] by a beautiful, alluring young woman, in a colorful ‘native’ costume” 

(p. 97). Such a state-sponsored pictorial in English represents the central government’s 

authoritative introduction of the ethnic minorities, functioning as a white paper on ethnic 

minorities in China. Thus, Hoddie (2006, p. 4) comes to the conclusion that official media prefer 

depicting minorities with female images which is “the weaker gender.” With a similar point of 

view, Zhang (2016, p. 24) points out that till the 21st century, female figures in ethnic-minority-

themed films were still being presented as an image representing the whole group, to show the 

cultural characteristics of the whole ethnic community, meanwhile their individual experiences 

as women were obscured. The highly gendered ethnic representation can also be found in 

representations of Orientalism. As McGee brings up, nowadays female popular culture 

performers are still signifying the heritage of “a century of heavily mediated representations of 

the Orient as erotic, exotic, feminine Others” (2012, p. 233). The way McGee read the feminized 

Orient echoes Pao’s opinion that Asian female characters are always taken “as an object of 

romantic interest and sexual desire and as a figure of exceptional maternal devotion” (Pao, 1992, 

p. 22).  

What’s more, while McGee (2012) points out that the criticism toward the highly erotic 

performances by females “sustain an artistic aesthetic that feminizes dancing as a women’s 

natural, innate skill, a skill which simply does not merit mention” (p. 228), the argument comes 

back to Gladney’s finding that in the Spring Festival Gala over half of the singing and dancing is 

performed by ethnic minority (1994). The Gala, usually referred to as the one broadcast by 

China Central Television One (CCTV1, the prime channel of the state TV station), is a five-hour 

yearly special celebration program with various forms of entertainment performances, as well as 
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reviews and recaps of the country’s achievements in state construction and diplomatic relations, 

broadcast in Mandarin throughout China from 8pm on Lunar New Year’s Eve to 1am on the 

New Year’s Day. Aside from an entertainment event, it is also a reflection of the mainstream 

values and state power. In the Gala, the minority performers play a vital role in offering singing 

and dancing performances, which provide the audience pure sensory pleasures. Meanwhile, other 

performances, such as sketches and cross talks, which require more academic or intellectual 

input, seldom have minority performers. To a certain degree, singing and dancing had become a 

required talent and duty of the minority artists, becoming sexualized objects of gaze to entertain 

the masses. 

A comparative reading of the research respectively on eroticized minorities in China and the 

objects of Orientalism, finds that the eroticism toward minorities in China also has a deep 

relationship with highly eroticized Central Asia in Orientalism. Through the process of 

Orientalizing the domestic Muslim minorities in China, these minorities are eroticized, gazed 

upon, othered, objectified, and eventually become peripheral from the notion of China’s national 

identity. While the Muslim minorities in China (such as Hui and Uyghur) failed to rid themselves 

of erotization despite their conservative beliefs, Gladney (1994) points out that such eroticization 

is related to Chinese Muslim’s religious origins in Central Asia from ancient Islamic 

civilizations, which happen to be desired stage of the westerner’s Oriental romantic fantasies: 

“Central Asian dance and artistic display come to represent a metaphor of sensuality and 

eroticism in China” (pp. 115). Meanwhile, McGee (2012, p. 212) argues that the Westerner’s 

obsession with the Oriental harem goes beyond merely what the Westerners would largely like to 

see on screen, but also indicates the “authorized proliferation of sexual images projected onto an 
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otherized elsewhere” (Shohat, 47), showing the hegemony of interpreting foreign/peripheral 

cultures for domestic consumption, a setting “[existing] for the convenience of Westerners’ 

‘liberation, observation, and interpretation’” (Said, 1979, p. 5, as cited in Shi, 2001, p. 202). 

Primitivity and the Construction of Modernization 

For Gladney, the issue of eroticization can be even extended to the birth-control policy, 

which is primarily targeted toward the Han people. The birth control policy is also referred to as 

“family planning,” has Chinese demographers eagerly arguing that “no successful development 

of the country would be possible unless the birth rate were permanently reduced” as the policy 

was enacted in the 1950s (Herberer, 2018, pp.74). Demanding that married couples have only 

one child, this policy was systematically implemented into nationwide practice in the late 1970 

until early 2010s, with the only exceptions being the “peasants in problem areas [(areas of 

extreme poverty with high demand of labor work)], ethnic minorities, and couples who were 

themselves only children” (pp.74). According to the birth-control policy, the only-child families 

are guaranteed to have their children sent to council schools (children born after the “only-child” 

cannot attain citizenship unless their parents pay an expensive fine, while council schools are 

only offered to registered children). On top of that, these families receive financial rewards for 

only having one child. 

At first, all fifty-five ethnic minority groups were allowed to have more than one child. 

Moreover, some populations in poverty stricken areas overlapped with minority groups. Minority 

groups are less likely to cooperate due to various reasons, such as the child mortality rate and the 

culture of relying on sons for old age care, which are in turn caused by the underdeveloped 

economy. Yet in the 1980s, such exceptions were doubted because certain ethnic minorities saw 
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a spike in population growth rate that surpassed the birth-control constrained Han population. In 

1984 the central government decided to encourage the one-child family among minority groups 

with over 10 million people (Herberer, 2018). However, such a decision of encouraging family 

planning caused several conflicts within minority territories, being accused of what “seem[ed] to 

many minorities to be an attempt at assimilation” (p. 79), because the education benefits and 

financial aid from following the birth-control policy was far from convincing for the minorities 

to bear a single child. Gladney (1994) argues that the difference among Han and minorities in the 

practice of birth-control reflects a “metaphorical” attitude of “the state’s (and, by extension, the 

patriarchal male’s)” attitude toward the ethnic groups: “minorities represent uncontrolled 

sensuality, fertility, and reproductivity” while “Han represent controlled, civilized productivity” 

(p. 117). And the difference in birth-rate further casts its influence on people’s impression about 

the educational, financial and urbanization gap between the Han and the minorities, causing the 

Han to represent civility and modernity while the minorities represent uncontrolled fertility and 

primitivity. 

The primitive representation of the minorities in China’s media has also been widely 

studied (Gladney, 1994; Hoddie, 2006; Zhang, 1997; Chen, 2009; Wang, 2012; Asilu, 2015; Liu, 

2019). Gladney (1994) points out that in various ethnic representations, “[ethnic minorities’] 

primitivity contrasts with supposed Han ‘modernity’” (p. 117). Hoddie agrees with Gladney that 

“minorities are most frequently depicted as primitives afflicted by pathologies such as poverty, 

illiteracy, and superstitions” (Hoddie, 2006, p. 4). Such primitive depictions can be categorized 

into two parts: ethnic minorities as being liberated and enlightened by the intellectual Han, and 

the Han’s obsession of narratives telling minorities in a tone that is de-urbanized and distant 
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from capitalization. And the trope of Han being “the enlighteners and/or saviors, who bring 

modernization to the minority groups” also draws a parallel to Said’s opinion of the Orient’s role 

for the “for the convenience of Westerners’ ‘liberation, observation, and interpretation’” (Shi, 

2001, p. 202). 

Many minority films, especially those during the seventeen-year period post-1949, were 

produced by central-sponsored Han for the purpose of political propaganda of national unity 

(Rao, 2015, p. 4). The relation between the state power (Han) and the minorities were always 

depicted as the “struggle/salvation plots” (Chen, 2009). In such discourse, minorities are often 

depicted as models of socialist constructors. The once oppressed and underdeveloped minorities 

got enlightened and liberated by the Han Communist government, then actively engaged in 

China Communist Party’s proletarian movements and social construction. Both Zhang (1997) 

and Chen (2009) read some classical minority films in China (e.g., Third Sister Liu; Wuduo 

Jinhua; The Serfs) as the model narrative of working class fighting against landlords, model 

workers “enthusiastically participating in the socialist reconstruction” (Zhang, 1997, p. 89), and 

slaves being freed with the help of CCP. And the strategy of telling the tales of minorities’ 

success stories is also applied in official print media. Hoddie points out in his case study of the 

governmental newspaper People’s Daily that when dealing with restive minorities, the central 

government is less likely to accuse minorities of the turbulences they may have caused – the 

preferred propaganda strategy is to emphasize minorities’ enjoying economic and social benefits 

attributed to the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party (2006, p. 3).  

The more recent form of such primitive depiction can be found in the public’s obsession 

with “yuanshengtai” (Chen, 2009). With direct translation, “yuanshengtain” means “primordial 
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ecosystem,” while for describing culture and art it refers to “nature, unchanging tradition, and 

imagination of authenticity” (Chen, 2009, pp. 161-162). When promoting minority arts, these 

arts are always stereotypically appreciated for being “yuanshengtai.” Such idea of minorities 

being close to nature and away from modern industry and urbanization is also reflected in the 

audience’s low level of interest in films telling stories based on the urban life of minorities. It is 

pointed out by some scholars that local Mongolians now rarely watch minority films depicting 

the grassland nomadic culture in Inner Mongolia, because many minorities have already lived in 

tall buildings (Liu, 2019, p. 76). Both Liu (2019) and Asilu (2015) who do studies of Inner 

Mongolian-themed films criticize that since the Open-Up era in the 1980s, Mongolians have 

already established their urban life, yet it’s almost impossible to find a film focusing on their life 

in the modern urban setting. 

The Exotic Objectified Minorities 

Both Zhang’s (1997) and Chen’s (2009) examination of the representative minority films in 

the post-1949 era came to the conclusion that, in these films the minorities are stereotypically 

objectified and are co-opted into the narrative of the construction of a socialist China. Through 

such a strategy, the ethnic minorities “[participate] in some kind of ‘internal colonialism’ and 

‘internal orientalism,’” both proved to be effective discursive means to “the establishment of the 

Han cultural hegemony” (Zhang, 1997, pp. 89-90).  

As indicated by both Zhang’s (1997) and Gladney’s (1994) quotation of Paul Clark’s 

argument, “one of the most effective ways to make films with ‘Chinese’ style was to go to the 

most ‘foreign’ cultural areas in the nation” (Clark, 1987, p. 25, as cited in Zhang, p. 88 and 

Gladney, p. 112). Chen (2009) points out that the exotic scenery in these minority films, rather 
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than “reminding the audience of the natural difference” between the minorities and the Han, are 

actually being served “as a confirmation of the vast territory of the motherland,” so they 

contribute to the Han’s sense of nationality. Chen (2010) and Wei (2006) argue that while the 

exotic representation of minorities in the film creates a sense of significant strangeness for the 

Han audience, these minorities are molded by the Han’s point of view to be an object that finally 

got assimilated by the Han into the communist construction of a shared class identity. Through 

the process of absorbing the othered ethnic group into the central government’s political 

discourse, the audiences witness the minorities being built into the Han-centered multi-ethnic 

national identity. Zhou (2021) points out that the ethnic singing and dancing in post-1949 

minority films was dissimilar to the Hollywood style that offered sensual pleasure but “after all 

to serve the political purpose,” even romantic dialogues were filled with political symbols talking 

about the proletariat working class (p. 66). 

Chen (2009) and Zhang (1997) further argue in their studies of Chinese minority films that 

in many minority films produced after the Cultural Revolution (which ended in late 1970s, 

followed by the Open-Up era in 1980s), the minorities are used as an effective motif to deal with 

the Han’s identity crisis and concerns about China’s society and history. Chinese directors’ 

obsession of taking advantage of presenting ethnic minority’s “yuanshengtai” culture “to make 

Chinese art ‘visible’ to an imagined international gaze” (Chen, 2009, p. 114) reflects the national 

identity crisis of China in the time of globalization (Zhang, 2014; Zou, 2009; Hu, 2016). Such 

anxious searching and preserving of “yuanshengtai” minority culture, which is believed to be 

authentic domestic culture distant from modernization and globalization, has even been endowed 

with the function of defending the “cultural sovereignty (Hu, 2016, p. 36).” With the strategy of 
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intentionally “purifying” ethnic cultures (e.g., in films minorities always wear ethnic clothes 

while in real life they wear westernized casual clothes in daily life just like the Han do) to be 

opposite to the mainstream culture that is facing globalization, the Han’s subjective power is 

reflected in their control over the production of domestic culture. Zhang (2014) and Hu (2016) 

describe this obsession as “Self-Orientalizing.” In the struggle of claiming national identity 

under the globalization dominated by the Western world with an Orientalist point of view, 

Chinese minorities are the solution for the Han’s need of self-empowerment. The appealing 

minority representation of a manually purified exotic territory outside the real-world of the 

developing process is an object under the mixed gaze of both the Han’s and the Westerner’s 

point of view and imagination. The Han, therefore, are empowering themselves by imitating the 

Western hegemony in Orientalism. In addition, under the guise of telling a story of the ethnic 

minority, Han authors create a fabled backdrop in minority’s territory as a fabled backdrop to 

express their concerns and critiques of the “larger constructions and deconstructions of Chinese 

society” (Gladney, 1995, p. 163). However, creating such a backdrop is always accompanied 

with stereotypical presentation of minorities and the erosion of minority communities’ ideologies 

and histories, the minority territories are treated by Han intellectuals as “an expedient ‘text’ 

which [the Han author] can exploit, manipulate, and interpret at will” (Shi, 2001, p. 204). Zhang 

(1997) concludes that such use of ethnic minorities in narration “constitute a new alternative to—

or even a new development of—cultural nationalism in contemporary China” (p. 95).  

Symbolic and Fluid Ethnicity 

Chen (2009) highlights and describes in her study that “in the history of ethnic 

representation in the PRC, […] symbolic rather than actual presence of ethnic minorities has 
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been and still is a politically sensitive issue” (p. 3). In the Chinese political discourse, “ethnic 

affairs” actually refers to “affairs related with ethnic-minorities” and such affairs are under the 

leadership of Han central government (Ma, 2010, p. 94). “Ethnic minority” is an “abstract 

umbrella term that refers to a diverse population of many groups” with a context of the relation 

between the centered Han and other ethnicities (Tang, 2014, p. 449). The ethnic minorities 

together form an abstract and collective concept which forms the binary ideology of 

Han/Minority together with Han, securing the solidity of the Han-majority identity. In this binary 

ideology, the Han establishes a standard of defining ethnicity, holding the power that “maintain 

and control the definition of ethnic minorities” (Tang, p. 444) which belong to the culture with 

superiority. Chinese scholars admitted that this “ethnic minority” set plays the very important 

role of the “Other” category, covering all the ethnic identities in opposition to Han’s “Self” so as 

to help establish the Han-self in contrast (Hu, 2013; Chen, 2009). This “Other” category should 

remain ambiguous and flexible so that through deciding which ethnic groups should be included 

in this category Han could “[heighten] the self-consciousness of this community in relation to 

those around it” (Duara, 1993, p. 20).  

 By leaving all the othered ethnicities without ample identifiable details as named individual 

groups  among the general national identity (while the Han as the majority is the only ethnicity 

that sometimes equals with it), the Han maintains its mainstream status of being the major solely 

recognizable ethnicity. This strategy discourages ethnic minorities from establishing a strong 

ethnic-identity, which could lead to a “rebellion” against national multi-ethnic unity. Hoddie’s 

research on the minority news reports by People’s Daily finds that on minority topics the writers 

and editors of the People’s Daily prefer to “discuss all groups collectively rather than single out a 
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particular community” (2006, p. 8). Besides, Hoddie also points out that media ignorance toward 

minorities is taken as a strategy to compress ethnic-based resistance movements (e.g., rebellion 

and protest among Hui, Uighur, Tibetan, etc. according to Minorities at Risk data set (Gurr and 

Marshall, 2003), as cited by Hoddie), which indicates that the states consciously take actions to 

avoid presenting specific details of the living situation of minorities. Furthermore, both Zhang 

(1997) and Chen (2009) mention that Han filmmakers usually avoid certain aspects of the 

minorities in films, especially the historical and ideological aspects, such as the sky burial in 

Tibet of feeding the dead body to the wild vultures which is only practiced by Tibetan Buddhists. 

Such avoidance is due to the atheistic attitude held by the state-party –media representations of 

religions, especially behaviors which could be taken as missionizing are strictly censored to 

ensure the status of central government’s ideology. 

Pao’s discussion (1992) of authenticity in the play Miss Saigon’s casting demonstrates the 

public’s acceptance of such representation lacks accurate solid details of an ethnicity. Besides the 

realistic imitation in media representations, “there exist another verisimilitude […] perceived that 

the verisimilar is not a relation between discourse and its referent (the relation of truth), but 

between discourse and what readers believe is true” (1992. p. 24). Quoting Ubersfeld (1982), Pao 

argues that “what is ‘imitated’ is not the world, but the world reconceived according to [a] fiction 

within the framework of a culture and a code” (as cited in Pao, 1992, p. 24) Due to the fact that 

the play’s producer and the audiences in the West don’t have a clear idea of the actual situation 

in Vietnam in which the play was set in, they establish an imaginary Vietnamese story based on 

their own social experiences. For example, in Miss Saigon the heroine committing suicide is an 

appropriation of the Japanese suicide culture, somehow believed by audiences to be also true in 
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Vietnam for these two countries together belong to the western collective idea of Asian culture 

(Pao, 1992). The Vietnamese culture, lacking accurate exposure to the West, falls into the 

audience’s false imagination and fails to claim their cultural identity in the cultural hegemony of 

the West. Losing accurate representation in a collective othered conception is a situation faced 

by both Asian ethnicities in Orientalism and minorities in the Han/Minority hierarchy. 

Conclusion 

Representation of ethnic minorities and the construction of nationality has been widely and 

thoroughly studied throughout the years. Its patterns, mechanisms and motivations have been 

researched by domestic and foreign scholars in both Eastern and Western cultural contexts. The 

academic works, especially the ones studying the ethnic representations in China chronically, 

usually cover the time from 1949 to the 2000s. Though the given scholarly literature is inspiring, 

there lacks case studies of more recent (especially in 2010s) trends and events, and the studies 

seldom examine the public’s acceptance of the representation, with resources from new 

platforms and in new forms. Thus, it is worthwhile for this thesis to explore further the 

representation of ethnic minorities in China in recent media presentations, and put various media 

texts produced by related fans communities into a database for analysis. 
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Chapter 2: Ethnic Spectrum of Representations on Stage 

In China, one of the most mainstream media platforms where audiences can see ethnic 

minority performers is the galas broadcast on TV (which may be uploaded to the Internet 

afterwards). It is one of the main sources for studying the mainstream media representation of 

minorities – a main stage for minorities to be seen on a broad scale as well. When Ayanga 

performs on governmental-sponsored events, especially the ones with political propaganda, his 

physical appearance – dressing patterns, postures, interactions with other performers and the 

stage props would vary based on his position within the spectrum of ethnicity in the context of 

ethnicity on stage. When Ayanga was placed in the national context of China on stage, the 

performance would emphasize his Mongolian ethnicity. On the other hand, when the context 

included cross-national presentations of ethnicities, e.g., galas aiming at foreign affair agendas, 

Ayanga’s performance sometimes would be more like a modernized and westernized Han 

performer without obvious ethnic minority codes. How ethnically significant Ayanga’s physical 

appearance would be is very much decided by whether he is taken as an “internal other” (Chen, 

2009) or there exists some “external others” which are usually foreign ethnic nationals who have 

once suffered from Orientalism and/or Colonialism, for instance ethnicities in Egypt, Philippine, 

and Russia. According to the varied situations of ethnic groups at present, the extent to which 

Ayanga was presented on stage with Mongolian features and collective stereotypes toward 

domestic minorities also varies.  

Therefore, the standard of Ayanga’s ethnic representation is more than “the opposite of 

Han,” it’s rather spectral, and his position in this spectrum is one that is not fixed to a set point. 

Han’s subjectivity is constructed by othering and objectifying the minorities, establishing a sosrt 
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of “Han-ness” by positioning minorities in a different place. No matter how other ethnic groups – 

domestic or foreign ones – are placed in the spectrum, the Han are always placed in the class of 

subjectivity. Meanwhile, domestic minorities such as Inner Mongols are taken as the relative 

reference. Being alone in comparison with Han, the domestic minorities play the role of the 

objectified internal Other to reflect Han’s subjectivity, having their ethnicity highlighted on the 

stage through their costumes, postures, stage design theme of the performance and so on. These 

details enable Han to tell their significant differences between one another. When there are 

foreign ethnic nationals present, domestic minorities probably would wear traditional costumes 

of their ethnicity in order to accompany foreign ethnic nationals to indicate China’s long-

tradition friendliness in embracing various ethnic groups. Otherwise, it would be hard to tell their 

ethnic descent from their costume or stage design so that they could assimilate into Han to 

highlight the foreign ethnicity and reduce the performer’s own ethnicity into symbolic 

abstraction to be an extension of the Han’s subjectivity to link the Han with the foreign 

ethnicities.  

“Steeds Return” at 11th Chinese Minority Games 

In the opening ceremony for 11th Chinese Minority Games, broadcast by CCTV 5 (the sport 

channel of China Central Television), Ayanga, wearing a dark-blue traditional Mongolian robe, 

performed a Mongolian folk song named “Steeds Return (骏马归来).” The summarized 

translation in the bottom of the screen goes as follows:  

当我奔驰在草原/故乡在我的心中/当我踏马归来/故乡你在我前方/故乡啊，你是我

心落脚的地方/故乡你在我前方/故乡啊，你是我心落脚的地方 
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When I speed in the grassland, I have my hometown in my heart. When I return on 

horseback, I see my hometown right beyond. Hometown, you are where my heart settles. 

I see my hometown right beyond, Hometown, you are where my heart settles. (Jing he, 

2019) 

As a domestic sporting event held for minority athletes in China, the stage performance 

emphasized the minority’s ethnicity as primitive, in strong contrast with “‘Han-ness’ for the 

Chinese connotes civility and modernity” (Gladney, 1994, p. 102). “Steeds Run” is a song 

expressing Mongolians’ love of their homeland with broad grasslands which breed their strong 

steeds. Though the opening ceremony is held in a modern stadium, “Steeds Return” used LED 

screens on the ground to make the performance appear to be staged in the scenario of Inner-

Mongol grasslands (Figure 2.1.1). This staging highlighted the “nature” feature of not only the 

lyrics of “Steeds Return” that describe steeds racing on the prairie but also in the popular public 

representation of the Mongolian landscape. It is even not only a representation – it is also a 

classic spectacle for the Han people to confirm the extent of their homeland. The Inner 

Mongolian grasslands are symbolically shown in the performance, being a scene so different 

from the Han’s main habitat, yet still being included the nation’s territory.  
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Figure 2.1.1 Opening of the Performance “Steeds Return.” 
Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sn26GMjVqS0 

 

As Gladney (1994) states, besides being “close to nature,” another representation always 

related with minorities’ primitivity is erotization. When Ayanga is entering the stage, a group of 

dancers shows up in the background wearing traditional Mongol clothes, men in blue and women 

in pink, dancing in pairs. The background dancers have their gender highlighted with their 

associated colors, and their pair dancing indicates a strong sense of a heterosexual relationship. 

When Ayanga came to the center of the stage on a moving vehicle in the symbolic shape of a 

“steed,” a female dancer stands on the backside of the vehicle wearing a gorgeous Mongolian 

gown. She gets off the vehicle and dances in a suggestive manner that emphasizes her body 

shape in an extremely sexualized manner, exhibiting her flexible long arms, round breasts and 

buttock, and slim soft waist (Figure 2.1.2).  

about:blank
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Figure 2.1.2 The Central Female Dancer.  

Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sn26GMjVqS0 

 

As this central female dancer continues her sexualized dance routine while approaching Ayanga, 

background dancers form a semi-circle for the female dancer to present herself. Meanwhile, 

Ayanga moves to the side of the semi-circle to allow for the performance to temporarily focus on 

the well-dressed female dancer, to exhibit her highly feminized body on a stage within the stage. 

Later on, Ayanga also enters this center of the circle, flittering with the female dancer while the 

dancers in the semi-circle are shaking their shoulders in back to back pairs – another symbolic 

dancing movement of flittering (Figure 2.1.3). In such a song without any lyrics expressing a 

romantic relationship, erotic presentations are centered again and again in the performance. Also, 

during the song’s interlude in which Ayanga dances with the central female dancer, the 

Mandarin-speaking host of the ceremony  introduced the Inner Mongols with a more asexual 

tone:  

about:blank
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长调悠扬，奶茶飘香，草原儿女热情奔放，策马扬鞭，牧歌欢唱，共筑美丽家乡，

打造亮丽北疆! 

The melodious ‘Urtyn duu’ (a traditional Mogolian music form), the scent of milk 

tea…the sons and daughters of the grassland are passionate and energetic, riding on the 

horses and cracking whips, singing pastoral songs happily. They are going to build a 

beautiful hometown together, constructing a beautiful northern territory (of China)! (Jing 

he, 2019) 

With Mandarin–the standard language of Han people and the official language of China, the 

ethnic group of Mongolian is introduced from Han’s perspective in telling how Mongolians are 

significant for the Hans, as the Mongolian’s culture and characteristics serve the construction of 

the Nation’s image of owning diverse and prosperous territories. A strong contrast between the 

highly eroticized Mongolian and the socialist-construction-leader Han is established. The 

performance itself indicates how the Mongolian performers appeared in front of the Han 

spectators with natural scenery and romance, and the verbal introduction by the host indicates 

how the majority and the state power expect to consume Mongolian’s values for the nation. 
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Figure 2.1.3 Dancers All Dancing in Pairs.  
Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sn26GMjVqS0 

 

In a modern sports stadium for a national event, the representation of Mongolians does not 

focus on their spirit of physical competition but on the natural landscape and stereotypical 

erotization, as well as their love of homeland. The emotion of belonging expressed in the song 

further referenced the state power through the intertextuality with the Mandarin-spoken 

introduction. The Mandarin host interprets the Mongolians’ love of their homeland as the passion 

to make contributions to the nation’s territory. The reason a strong binary sense of minority-

objectifying in the ceremony as such can be interpreted is because it is an event held by the 

central state power and broadcast by the official China Central Television. As a nationally 

broadcast program, the target audience is still mainly of Han ethnicity – the majority and the 

subject of China’s nationality. Thus, athletes of ethnic minority descendants in this sporting  are 

still part of the political propaganda featuring the union of minorities under the leadership of Han 

– who are more civilized and qualified in leadership. In showing an attitude of displaying 

minorities’ primitivity in contrast to the civilized Han, yet at the same time emphasizing the 

about:blank
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Han’s expectations of the minority to join in the construction of the society under the state 

power’s socialist guidance, the Han show their indifferent attitude toward eroticism and Han’s 

focus on the development of civilization in contrast with minorities. Minorites, in this case, the 

Inner Mongols, are presented in a clichéd manner as the opposite of Han’s modernized 

civilization in urban areas. 

“Why Not” at the Gala of 2nd “Belt and Road” International Cooperation Summit Forum  

Ayanga performed a translated Egyptian romantic song named “Why Not (怎样)” in 

Mandarin at the gala of the second “Belt and Road” international cooperation summit forum 

broadcast by CCTV 1 (the primary channel of China Central Television). According to the info-

graph shown at the start of the show, the performance is a medley of songs from Egypt, the 

Philippines, Serbia and Russia to show the audiences “the harmonious coexistence of diverse 

cultures along the Belt and Road” (Figure 2.2.1). As a gala celebrating the implementation of the 

international cooperation project “Belt and Road” led by China with its name inspired by the 

historical “Silk Road,” it is noteworthy that in Ayanga’s “Why Not” the ethnicities of the 

performers (either Han or minorities) from the hosting country, China, is concealed. The 

performing position of eroticization is given to the Chinese performers playing Egyptians which 

includes very stereotypical Orientalist designs. Ayanga represents the central subject role which 

is supposed to reference the Han-dominant state power of China.  
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Figure 2.2.1 Info-graph of the Medley.  
Retrieved from https://m.weibo.cn/detail/4476643970137718 

 

While usually dressed up in traditional Mongolian robe when performing the “Steeds 

Return” in his native language, Ayanga wears a formal tuxedo in his performance of the 

translated Egyptian song (Figure 2.2.2). The tuxedo corresponds with the Ayanga’s singing in 

Mandarin, and both are the usual presentations of the un-ethnic Han in a modernized fashion. 

Han seldom wear Han-fu (traditional clothes worn by Han before the Qing Dynasty [1644-

1912]) in galas unless they are representing the ancient Han people; and wearing Han-fu in daily 

life is far from a common practice in modern China (Zhang, 2008). The Han’s ethnicity is 

usually reflected in contrast with the ethnic minorities who wear traditional ethnic clothes while 

Han people seldom do so. In the time of the People’s Republic of China, the Han were 

traditionally presented as wearing modern and westernized casual clothing (Gladney, 1994).  

about:blank
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Figure 2.2.2 Ayanga and the Dancers in “Why Not.”  
Retrieved from https://m.weibo.cn/detail/4476643970137718 

 

The four singers in the medley are purposely chosen to be the ones descended from 

domestic minorities, as shown in the subtitle (Figure 2.2.3). Aside from the Inner Mongolian 

singer Ayanga, the other singers are Cao Fujia who is Hui (a domestic Muslim ethnic group); Jin 

Merer who is Chaoxian (Korean as an ethnicity in China), and Zhang Dawei who is Manchurian. 

However, these performers’ own ethnicities are erased by their modernized Western-style 

costumes. In the case of “Why Not,” Ayanga in a tuxedo no longer stands for Inner Mongol but 

more like an assimilated minority member who is an emissary from China to show the Han’s 

friendliness with foreign countries, inviting them to enter the institution constructed by the Han. 

For Ayanga in “Why Not,” what the performance proposes, “the harmonious coexistence,” is a 

series of images symbolizing assimilation under Han’s dominant discourse. In “Why Not,” an 

Egyptian song is performed in China’s official Han language by a domestic minority singer at 

the center of the stage. This minority singer refers to a modernized Han-image, which usually 

indicates its ethnicity in costumes without characteristically showing this ethnicity’s own 

about:blank
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tradition of clothing. Ayanga becomes an extension of the Han’s image, through Ayanga’s 

ethnicity as an erased one, Han-ness is reflected and represented in him and Han’s subjective 

power is placed into the performance.  

 

Figure 2.2.3 Singers of the Medley as Shown in the Subtitle.  

Retrieved from https://m.weibo.cn/detail/4476643970137718 

 

Furthermore, Han’s subjectivity can never be presented without an objectified Other. The 

domestic minority can present an assimilated symbol of Han in the performance because the 

objectified position once assigned to Chinese ethnic minorities is now given to foreign 

ethnicities. It is necessary to broaden the distance between “internal others” and “external others” 

so that the target of being objectified remains clear in contrast with the one standing for the 

subject. Ayanga’s representation of Han is not only established in his assimilation to Han-ness 

and annihilation of Mongolian-ness but also in contrast to Egyptian-ness. Some female 

performers on stage wear Egyptian-style costumes, representing Egyptian belly dancers, 

performing gestures that mimic figures seen in Ancient Egyptian Murals (Figure 2.2.4). As 

Gladney (1994) points out, modern China has a history of Orientalism due to Han’s erotic 
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fantasies toward domestic Muslim ethnic groups originating from the Orientalist erotization of 

Central Asia. Such practice is placed onto Egypt in “Why Not.” The strategy of eroticizing 

domestic Muslim ethnicity is applied to another foreign Muslim ethnicity – the Egyptians. The 

female performers representing Egyptians are doing belly dancing with a background LED 

screen displaying photos of Egyptian pyramids, temples, cities and forests. The lyrics of “Why 

Not,” on the other hand, depict a romance, describing the eagerness of spending the night with 

the lover. The highly eroticized female belly dancers are presenting their sexualized body in 

movements mimicking mural figures, the background photos of Egypt show no clue of eroticism 

or romance, while the romantic song lyrics celebrate the union of lovers – the three elements are 

not combined together to create a scene in a coherent Egyptian-themed setting, but simply all 

have the “cultural fragrance” of being Egyptian (Iwabuchi, 2002, as cited in Lee, 2011). 

 

Figure 2.2.4 The Egyptian-style Dancers.  
Retrieved from https://m.weibo.cn/detail/4476643970137718 

 

In addition, Orientalist erotization is obvious in the performance. The belly dancers, on one 

hand in revealing clothing of bra plus long skirt, are wearing crowns and necklaces which refer 
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to the ancient Egyptian royals which existed earlier than the time of the flourishing of belly 

dance. The gauze scarves are tied around their bodies are more like dupattas, which is traditional 

female clothing in India (Figure 2.2.2; Figure 2.2.4). Such a chaotic mixture is rather typical in 

Orientalist representations in which the fantasy of the orient palace, sexuality and clothing 

patterns from another oriental country are shown in one individual. Furthermore, the belly 

dancers are all Chinese, which gives the representation a strong tone of a cross-dressing role play 

that put the Egyptians into the status of the objectified Other to be gazed at, interpreted, 

fantasized about and imitated.  

In this performance in a gala for an international project sponsored by China, the 

performance transforms Chinese minority singers into a signifier of the modernized-westernized 

Han. The Egyptian ethnicity is objectified and othered in an Orientalist fashion. Such 

representation gives Ayanga’s ethnicity a fluidity in signifying, and the execution of such fluidity 

highlights China and its Han majority’s power in this international cooperative project as the 

initiator and sponsor. When the foreign ethnic nationals appears along the ethnic spectrum to be 

in the farthest position from the Han subject, the Han is then able to announce its power and 

presence through the domestic ethnicity that is now closer to Han along the spectrum. Such a 

strategy enables the Han to announce its subjectivity in a more obscure yet also more powerful 

way, because it shows Han’s strength in controlling and extending its power of being the subject. 

The Han is able to alter the domestic ethnicities’ positions in the spectrum to extend the Han’s 

subjectivity to a broader scale to objectify further foreign ethnicities. In this process, domestic 

ethnic minorities’ status is not an objective existence, but a subjective decision made by the state 

power. This decision is a sign of the majority’s power in constructing its subjectivity. Such 
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control of flexible ethnic representations is a privilege owned by the Han. Only the dominant 

mainstream ethnic group has the power to abstract various “other” ethnic identities and convey 

them through different bodies, either through the body of a minority or the body of ethnically-

ambiguous Chinese. 
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Chapter 3: Domestication and Assimilation toward “Internal Others” 

Among the studies of ethnic representations in China, many researchers focus on the text in 

visual and printed media. However, it is noteworthy that since “fond of singing and dancing” is 

one of the main media presentations of minorities, the text in ethnic music should also be 

analyzed.  

The representation of Ayanga’s native languages, as a minority singer, was restricted when 

he adapted to different performance occasions. Ayanga can sing fluently in Mongolian, 

Mandarin and English, and also can try a few other songs in different languages. Though Ayanga 

has been an experienced singer and has cooperated with many other performers, when 

performing songs including Mongolian lyrics, Ayanga can only sing these lyrics alone or with 

other performers of Mongolian descent. Also, in the broadcasting of Ayanga’s performance of 

Mongolian-speaking songs, the subtitles never show the original lyrics in the Mongolian 

language, while original language subtitles are provided for his English and French songs. The 

language adaptation is a one-way practice: Ayanga has made efforts to enter the language system 

of the privileged, such as Mandarin and English, yet his partners who are not Mongolian never 

use the Mongolian language system. Such one-way practices indicate an assimilation and 

domestication of the Han state power toward ethnic minorities, who in this process are molded as 

“internal others” due to the alienation of their languages (Chen, 2009). 

On the other hand, such domestication and assimilation can also be found in the song lyrics. 

As an Inner Mongolian singer, Ayanga has one Mongolia-themed album of nine songs released 

in 2016, named “Shar Grassland (希拉草原).” Some of these songs are now his most famous 

works, as they emphasize his love of the “homeland” – a rather ambiguous signifier--the life of 
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nomadism and the local romantic narratives. The history of Inner Mongolian war legends and 

spirits of fighting, religion and cultural practices related to former Mongolian dynasties in 

Eurasian continent, which are classical themes in pop-songs in Mongolia, are all absent in 

Ayanga’s popular songs. The context of Inner Mongolian history and culture is greatly reduced 

in Ayanga’s presentation on mainstream platforms. Mongolian cultural heritage is rather obscure 

in these popular works of Ayanga. Such absence can be interpreted as the state power’s 

preference of making minorities identify themselves with the mainstream national identity, 

fitting minorities into the Han-subject discourse instead of identifying themselves with the 

members of Mongolia – which is now a foreign nation to China. 

Language Segregation in Subtitles and Among Singers 

 Born as a native Mongolian speaker, Ayanga learned to sing in Mandarin and English 

during his college years and is able to perform Mandarin and English songs on various media 

performances (Southern Metropolis Entertainment, 2019). Nowadays it is quite a common 

practice for TV and online channels in China to broadcast performances in foreign languages 

with subtitles – not only performances produced in foreign languages. The domestic entertainers 

may also perform in languages other than Mandarin. For these performances, the subtitles can 

basically be classified into two types: the synchronous bilingual subtitle with the original text 

and the translated text (Figure 3.1.1); and the monolingual subtitle of only the translated text. 

The monolingual subtitle is either a sentence-by-sentence subtitle played on screen 

synchronously in Simplified-Chinese or a summarized translation (usually called “歌词大意” in 

Chinese) played on screen at the beginning of the performance (Figure 3.1.2, Figure 3.1.3). In 

cases of musical performances, monolingual subtitles are more frequently seen in performances 
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with less popular foreign languages, such as French, Japanese, Hindi, Russian, etc., while 

performances in English have more of a chance to have a bilingual subtitle. The choice of 

subtitle types can be taken as the reflection of the program producers’ assumption of the 

audiences’ recognition and acceptance of a certain foreign language and its related culture. The 

extent to which the audiences are able to read and understand the original text of the foreign 

language and are willing to relate to it, and how many audience members are able to do so, are 

the determining factors. 

 

Figure 3.1.1 Bilingual Subtitles for an English Song.  

Retrieved from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0xNK_5_58Q 
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Figure 3.1.2 Monolingual Subtitles for a Japanese Song.  
Retrieved from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3wFKAkO5j7c 

 

 

Figure 3.1.3 Summarized Translation of the Mongolian Song “Steeds Return.”  
Retrieved from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i7hhZNWdPRU 

 

In the talent show that gave Ayanga great popularity, Super Vocal, he performed songs in 

various languages, including Mongolian, Mandarin, English, and surprisingly one song in 

about:blank
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French. All performances in Super Vocal have subtitles, yet for songs in non-Mandarin 

languages, the subtitle types vary. For the subtitles within Super Vocal for foreign songs, English 

songs and Italian songs would have bilingual subtitles (Figure 3.1.4, Figure 3.1.5), Mongolian 

songs by Ayanga have synchronous monolingual subtitles (Figure 3.1.6), and a French song is 

equipped with a summarized translation subtitle (Figure 3.1.7). However, in the YouTube 

official channel of Super Vocal, the French song sung by Ayanga and other two Han singers, 

“Les Rois du monde,” is subtitled with an English-French synchronous bilingual subtitle for 

overseas audiences, while Ayanga’s Mongolia song doesn’t have a synchronous Mongolian 

subtitle in the channel. Thus, the Mongolian songs are the only ones without the synchronous 

subtitle in its original language. In some other occasions when Ayanga performs in Mongolian, 

the Mandarin translated subtitles would be summarized (Figure 3.1.3).  

 

Figure 3.1.4 Bilingual Subtitles for an English Song in Super Vocal.  

Retrieved from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DgdDt6vsK9o 
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Figure 3.1.5 Bilingual Subtitles for an Italian Song in Super Vocal.  

Retrieved from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XEjkq_j78yg 

 

 

Figure 3.1.6 Monolingual Subtitles for a Mongolian Song in Super Vocal.  

Retrieved from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1s-dX8i0pZw 
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Figure 3.1.7 Summarized Chinese Subtitle and Bilingual English-French Subtitle on 

YouTube for a French Song in Super Vocal.  

Retrieved from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xn8yOcKZVAk 

 

Many Inner Mongolians in China use the Mongolian writing system, and certain television 

programs broadcast in the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region are still using both spoken and 

written Mongolian. This was the case for Ayanga’s interview in 2014 broadcast by Inner 

Mongolia satellite TV (Figure 3.1.8). Furthermore, Mongolian people are one of the ethnic 

groups in China that has strong identification with their ethnic language (both oral and written) 

while they also widely use their mother tongue in ethnic settings (Wang, 1999; Wu, 2007). 

Mongolian, as a main ethnic language used in China (one of the four ethnic minority languages 

printed on RMB notes), seldom has a chance to show in written text on television screen, to have 

its linguistic culture presented in a more comprehensive way, while some Western foreign 

languages can. Compared with Mongolian, the mainstream audiences might be more familiar 

with Western languages such as English, because they have more frequent and broader 

representations on Chinese television due to their influences on news, musical works, movies, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xn8yOcKZVAk
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and even in the national education system. In the education system, Chinese colleges demand 

undergraduate students to pass the College English Test Level 4 for their graduation; and many 

foreign language high schools offer courses in East Asian languages and European languages.  

 

Figure 3.1.8 Ayanga’s Interview in “Telling You” in 2014 Broadcast by Inner Mongolia 

Satellite TV.  

Retrieved from：
https://www.bilibili.com/video/av44366667?share_medium=android&share_source=copy_link&

bbid=al4_CGtePAQ9BDwKdgp2infoc&ts=1550884717171 

 

In the system of “recognizable foreign languages” for the mainstream, or Han audiences, 

Mongolian is a rather alienated language denied by the mainstreams’ reorganization. Such 

alienated recognition is formed due to the lack of representation of written Mongolian on various 

channels, from media to the education system to political propagandas. This lack, in turn, 

reduces the mainstream’s recognition of and interest in Mongolian languages. When Ayanga 

sang songs in Mongolian on Super Vocal, he aimed to introduce the Mongolian music culture to 

https://www.bilibili.com/video/av44366667?share_medium=android&share_source=copy_link&bbid=al4_CGtePAQ9BDwKdgp2infoc&ts=1550884717171
https://www.bilibili.com/video/av44366667?share_medium=android&share_source=copy_link&bbid=al4_CGtePAQ9BDwKdgp2infoc&ts=1550884717171
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a broader audience group, yet his representation shrank due to the absence of written text in 

Mongolian in the broadcast. While the subtitles indicate a segregation between domestic and 

foreign languages and an emphasis on different levels of acceptance for various foreign 

languages, it illustrates that Mongolian is not only rejected by the mainstream as a “foreign 

language” for most of the audiences, but also makes it more estranged for not being included as a 

recognizable written text on its domestic mainstream stage. Singing songs in Mandarin, English 

and French on the stage of Super Vocal (Table 3.1.1), Ayanga enters the foreign language 

recognition system established by the Mandarin-speaking Han, yet his native language still faced 

obstacles to being recognized.  

Table 3.1.1. Songs Performed by Ayanga in Super Vocal.  

Title in the Show English Translated/ 

Original Title 

Language Number of Singers 

心脏 The Heart Mandarin Solo 

Till I Hear You Sing / English Solo 

那个男人 That Man Mandarin Duet 

鹿 Be Free Deer Be Free Mandarin Duet 

往日时光 Gone Days Mandarin+ Mongolian Duet 

生命的河 River of Life Mandarin Duet 

世界之王 Les Rois du monde  French Trio 

偿还 Payback Mandarin Trio 

The Music of the 

Night & The Phantom 

of the Opera 

/ English Duet 

我属于我自己 Ich Gehör Nur Mi Mandarin Duet 

希拉草原 Shar Grassland Mongolian Solo 

I’ll Cover You / English Duet 
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The obstacle for the Mongolian language to enter Han’s language recognition system is also 

reflected in the ethnicities of Ayanga’s co-singers when singing songs in different languages. As 

mentioned in preceding paragraphs, besides his mother tongue Mongolian, Ayanga can also sing 

songs fluently in English and Mandarin. He has performed Mandarin and English songs with 

many singers on different occasions, who are either Mongolian, Han or of some other ethnicity. 

However, when Ayanga performs Mongolian songs, he can only sing the song on his own or in 

cooperation with other singers who have Mongolian ethnicity as well, e.g. Tengger (腾格尔) and 

Yangwei Linghua (杨魏玲花) who are also distant relatives of Ayanga’s (China Hunan TV 

Official Channel, 2019). On Super Vocal, Ayanga sang the Mongolian song “Shar Grassland” 

alone in Mongolian, and added a Mongolian narration in cooperation with a Han singer for a 

Mandarin song (Table 3.1.1). After gaining popularity on Super Vocal, he also took part in other 

musical variety shows: Singer 2019 (歌手 2019) in which he performed in a quartet group with 

three other former contestants of Han descent from Super Vocal; and Our Songs (我们的歌) in 

which he participated with various influential Mandarin-fluent singers from Taiwan, Hongkong, 

Singapore and Thailand. In both Singer 2019 and Our Songs, the songs Ayanga took part in were 

in either Mandarin or English, except one in cooperation with a Hong Kong singer that included 

some Cantonese lines (Table 3.1.2; Table 3.1.3). None of the singers Ayanga participated with in 

these shows ever tried to learn a Mongolian song to perform with Ayanga. Singer 2019 is 

complimented for its “multi-nationality and multi-ethnicity” musical presentation and for giving 

singers the chance to promote their own culture (Luo & Xu, 2020, p. 51). However, Ayanga was 

not among the singers who performed songs in their mother language, because he was in a 

quartet group together with three Han teammates – he had to use the languages with which his 
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teammates were familiar with. A similar situation was witnessed in Our Songs where most of 

Ayanga’s partners were from the Chinese communities under the influence of Mandarin. 

Furthermore, in other occasions, from galas broadcast on TV to commercial concerts to variety 

shows, it’s hard to find any non-Mongolian singers performing with Ayanga in Mongolian 

either. Ayanga had to face the similar situation in written text as he did in oral presentations.  He 

had to fit into the language system of the Han’s while his native language songs were limited in 

representation.  

Table 3.1.2. Songs Performed by Ayanga in Singer 2019. 

Title in the Show English Translated/ 

Original Title 

Language Number of 

Singers 

鹿 Be Free  The Heart Mandarin Quartet 

Never Enough / English Quartet 

心脏 That Man Mandarin Quartet 

好想说爱你 Deer Be Free Mandarin Quartet 

真爱乐章 Melodrama Mandarin Quartet 
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Table 3.1.3. Songs Performed by Ayanga in Our Songs. 

Title in the Show English Translated/ 

Original Title 

Language Number of 

Singers 

秣马 Feed the War Horse Mandarin Solo 

飘洋过海来看你 Across the Sea to 

Meet You 

Mandarin Duet 

停格 Pause Mandarin Duet 

雨中曲 Singin’ in the Rain English Duet 

紫 Purple Mandarin Duet 

爱是永恒 Love is Forever Cantonese & 

Mandarin 

Duet 

Disco Medley Sex Bomb; Gimme 

Gimme Gimme; 

September 

English Quartet 

贝加尔湖畔 By Lake Baikal Mandarin Duet 

卷珠帘 Rise the Pearl Curtain Mandarin Duet 

新鸳鸯蝴蝶梦 The Dream of 

Mandarin Ducks and 

Butterflies (New) 

Mandarin Duet 

囚鸟 Trapped Bird Mandarin Duet 

晚安曲 The Good Night Song Mandarin Duet 

千里之外 Far Away Mandarin Duet 

蔓延 Spread Mandarin Solo 

火红的萨日朗 Red Lilium Pumilum 

（萨日朗 indicates 

the pronunciation of 

“lilium pumlium” in 

Mongolian） 

Mandarin Solo Dancing 

Performance 
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Ayanga has once mentioned in an interview (Southern Metropolis Entertainment, 2019) 

that he was absent for most of his English classes during his undergraduate years at Beijing 

Dance Academy because he could not understand the lectures at all. According to Ayanga, the 

class assumed to prepare students to pass the College English Test Level 4 and Level 6, yet his 

English skills were at a much lower level. The classes were comprehensible for Han students but 

not for Ayanga, because in Inner Mongolia the English classes were not as emphasized as they 

were in many other Han locales. Ayanga admitted in the same interview that while it is true that 

as a singer there are occasions in which he was demanded to sing English songs, he learned to 

sing in English simply by imitating the pronunciation again and again. Besides, Ayanga had also 

to improve his Mandarin on his own during his college years. As this interview indicates, 

Ayanga has made many efforts on his own to adapt himself to the language system of the Han 

which means being fluent in Mandarin and also usually in English. Though Ayanga’s fans 

admire his hard-work, they don’t quite realize that this language-adaptation process is usually not 

that demanding for Han people who have been educated in Mandarin since elementary school. 

The importance for ethnic minorities to be fluent in Mandarin is common sense not only for 

ethnic minorities but also for Han. According to Wu’s research (2007) on minority students’ 

attitude toward Mandarin in Minzu1 University of China (a university in Beijing with over 70% 

percent of ethnic minority students), minority students that were fluent in their ethnic mother 

tongue had a strong belief in the importance of learning Mandarin, believing that having 

advanced Mandarin-speaking skills is important in opening up future career opportunities.  

                                                 
1 “Minzu” means ethnicity and usually refers to ethnic minorities in China. 
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The case of another minority celebrity, the twenty-year-old Tibetan young man Ding 

Zhen from Sichuan Province, can be a side-proof of Mandarin’s absolute mainstream dominance 

China. When Ding all of a sudden gained fame when he appeared on a Han photographer’s 

streaming channel and surprised many people with his “handsome wild face and beautiful 

innocent eyes,” his new fans eagerly left comments telling Ding to “go to school, go to college, 

learn Mandarin” (Meishaonvwajueji, 2020). The point of these comments was not “be more 

fluent in Mandarin so that we Han fans can interact with you better” but “we wish you could 

have good education and get bright future.” The media called these fans “mommy-fans,” 

meaning they care about Ding just like a mother cares about her kid – wishing the kid all good 

things (Meishaonvwajueji, 2020). Whether this Tibetan boy Ding Zhen (“Ding” is the Mandarin 

phonetic-translation of the first syllables in his Tibetan name2 and “Zhen” is the second; most 

Tibetans don’t have last names) is satisfied with his herdsman life and horse-ricing dream or not, 

his Han fans sincerely believe that higher education is good for Ding, so is Mandarin. Without 

bad intentions, Ding’s fans exert Han values and views of a decent life on this Tibetan young 

man, believing the value of their life plan for him to be universally the best for him. Mastering 

Mandarin is a necessity for ethnic minorities to have a place in the mainstream and to gain better 

opportunities, while Han people largely don’t realize their own born-privileged status in China’s 

higher education system. The Han’s view dominates the education system and rules social values 

so much that Han people have difficulty recognizing the phenomenon. 

The language practice in Ayanga’s singing, in both written texts and oral practice, is a one-

way assimilation and domestication: the singer has to pay efforts to enter the language hierarchy 

                                                 
2 Ding’s Tibetan name is བསྟན་འཛིན་བརྩོན་འགྲུས་, “bstan 'dzin brtson 'grus” in Romanization. 
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established by Han, while his own native language has many difficulties raising its status in this 

hierarchal system. The state power with a majority of Han is not only able to establish its 

standard language as the mainstream and the official one, but also decides a hierarchy of which 

languages can be learned more about and be more recognizable. The hierarchy of language 

recognition can be deeply influenced by how the state power sets the policies of presenting a 

language in the mainstream media platforms. For instance, many Mainland students are able to 

read Traditional Chinese characters (these characters are more complicated in structure than the 

Simplified Chinese characters which are more commonly used in the Mainland) without learning 

them at school. The acquisition of Traditional Chinese is from Hong Kong movies which were 

broadcast on TV during these Mainland students’ childhood, these movies are dubbed in 

Mandarin while the subtitles remain in Traditional Chinese characters. The abundant Hong Kong 

classic movies on TV in the 1990s and 2000s are the source for a generation of Mainlanders’ 

language acquisition, and those Mainlanders who didn’t watch many Hong Kong movies may 

not be able to read Traditional Chinese. Language is important for any culture in its 

representation, and by reducing the audience’s recognition toward it, the language’s influence 

and visibility is restricted – the language is therefore alienated and othered. The burden in 

language is a segregation between cultures. As accepting minority singers to enter the 

mainstream language hierarchy while at the same time hold back the mainstream to get to know 

more about the minority language, such strategy of assimilating and domesticating minority 

performers not only mirror’s Han’s supremacy in culture and nationality, but also its one-way 

characteristic emphasizes that the ethnic minorities are othered in an undeniable objective status. 
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In the cases examined in proceeding discussions, the minorities are assigned to the position of 

“internal others” in the term of language. 

Images in and not in Mongolian Lyrics 

Ayanga’s 2016 album “Shar Grassland (希拉草原) ” has nine songs, three in Mongolian 

and six in Mandarin, yet not all of them achieved popularity after the release (Table 3.2.1). Some 

of them are still performed at concerts and galas now and are well-known among fans and 

audiences, yet some others are no longer performed and are heading straight for obscurity. 

According to the amount of video records (including gala clips, variety show clips and, official 

or fan produced concert records) each song yields in the Google search results, the popular ones 

include “Waiting for Your Return/Steeds Return” (in Mongolian), “Shar Grassland” (in 

Mongolian) and “Mongolian Fragment” (in Mandarin), performed many times both at 

governmentally sponsored events and commercial concerts. Some less popular ones are 

“Homeland of Life” (in Mandarin), “Song of Sending the Daughter to her Newly-married 

Husband” (in Mongolian); “The Erguna River” (in Mandarin) and “The Gratitude” (in Mandarin) 

are even less popular yet still performed at some events; finally, “Pride on the Horseback” and 

“Longing” yield no video recordings of any performances at any occasion or event after the 

album’s release. 
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Table 3.2.1. Songs in Ayanga’s 2016 Album “Shar Grassland.” 

Title in the Album English Translated 

Title 

Language Number of 

Singers 

希拉草原 Shar Grassland Mongolian Solo 

马背豪情 Pride on the 

Horseback 

Mandarin Solo 

等你归来  

（骏马归来） 

Waiting for Your 

Return/Steeds 

Return 

Mongolian Solo 

额尔古纳河 The Ergun River Mandarin Solo 

思念 Longing Mandarin Duet 

蒙古香 Mongolian Fragment Mandarin Duet （in 

cooperation with 

a rapper） 

送亲歌 Song of Sending the 

Daughter to her 

Newly-married 

Husband  

Mongolian Solo 

生命的故乡 Homeland of Life Mandarin Solo 

感谢 The Gratitude Mandarin Solo 

 

Among the three most popular songs, “Waiting for Your Return/Steeds Return” tells of the 

free nomadic life and the anxiety of one waiting for the lover’s return on the horse back. “Shar 

Grassland” tells of a sorrowful dying warrior at the battlefiled missing his beloved ones. 

“Mongolian Fragment” also describes the free nomadic life of Mongolians. Seven out of nine 

songs (the other four are “Homeland of Life,” “The Erguna River,” “Song of Sending the 
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Daughter to her Newly-married Husband” and “Pride on the Horseback”) in the album describes 

the singer’s love of hometown and family and the eagerness of belonging to it, with the context 

of Mongolian culture. The other two songs are two romantic songs in Mandarin. It is significant 

that in the three most popular ones, when mentioned the “home/hometown (家/故乡),” the lyrics 

never give clear texts of the Mongolian/Inner Mongolian territory, religion, history or influential 

individuals. Even more, except “Mongolian Fragment,” the word “Mongolia(n)/Inner 

Mongolia(n)” never once showed up in the lyrics. The audiences can only tell the song is 

Mongolia-themed according to Ayanga’s ethnicity, the language used in the song, and some 

general images in the lyrics such as “horse (马)” “grassland (草原)” and “Kumis (奶酒, a 

traditional beverage)”. Indications of Mongolian cultural heritage seem to be an unspoken topic 

in these songs. The hometown and family actually fail to be indicated clearly in the scale of 

Mongolian ethnicity, leaving ambiguous yet broad space for the audience to interpret that this 

place of belonging is on the scale of “part of China’s great territory”—especially for the songs in 

Mandarin. Besides that, in some of the album’s less popular songs in the album, such as “Song of 

Sending the Daughter to her Newly-married Husband” and “The Ergun River”, the lyrics include 

classical narratives of romance and marriage. “Sending the Daughter” is a classical folk song in 

Ordos (Ayanga’s hometown) that describes the nomadic Mongolians’ tradition of the bride’s 

family sending her to her husband’s home and dealing with the possibility of never seeing her 

ever again. “The Ergun River” historically alludes to how Ghengis Khan’s first wife Börte 

bathed herself by the Ergun River as she was on her way to marry him. 

Though Inner Mongolia is not some wild province devoid of urbanization and 

modernization, Ayanga’s most representative songs still describe an obviously primitive 
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nomadic lifestyle in Inner Mongolia, with horses, grasslands and romance, remaining unchanged 

in the flow of time and away from Mongolian history. The image of Inner Mongolia lacks 

supportive details in Ayanga’s songs. The history of Mongolian ethnicity is erased, the audience 

cannot learn anything more about the territory of Inner Mongolia aside from there being broad 

grasslands and some river. Especially for Mongol audiences, they have difficulty developing a 

strong identification with the Mongolian texts in these lyrics, because the images offered are 

known by everyone, lacking exclusive details for Mongolians to relate to more than others. 

Though Ayanga is known for his keenness in making more people know the beauty of 

Mongolian culture, the Mongolian images in his music representation remain ambiguous and 

stereotypical. The interpretation can be that Ayanga has to sacrifice the details of his ethnic 

community to make the songs more acceptable for the mainstream audiences – the Han people. 

Also, the Han audiences prefer the songs with ambiguous Mongolian cultural fragments based on 

their previous impressions of Inner Mongolia(n), and the information channels to form these 

impressions are highly manipulated by the state power. In can be further argued that the state 

power doesn’t want Inner Mongolian cultural to have an identity in the mainstream culture, as 

Chen argued that “in the sphere of cultural production” the central government prefer “symbolic” 

representation rather than “actual presence of ethnic minorities” (2009, p. 3). The ambiguous 

public persona of Mongolians also enables the mainstream to recognize them collectively with 

all other minority groups instead of “single out a particular community” (Hoodie, 2006, p. 8). 

Such strategy of only allowing ambiguous and stereotypical texts of Mongolian culture to be 

present at the mainstream public ensures the national government to retain its Han’s supremacy 

in cultural production and domesticate the ethnic minorities to be assimilated by the discourse of 
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Han’s, which would further influence people’s identifying of nationality and ideology – which 

are essential for the maintenance of the Han’s state power. 

The interpretation of the state power’s strategy of weakening the Inner Mongolian cultural 

identification and ideological influence finds more evidence in the contrast between hit songs in 

Ayanga’s album and some popular songs produced in Outer-Mongolia (Mongolia the country is 

also referred to as “Outer-Mongolia (外蒙古)” in China to differentiate it from the Inner 

Mongolia Autonomous Region). Ayanga’s music representation failed to gain the approval of 

describing the war legends of Mongolian heroes – such as the most famous Genghis Khan, and 

he almost never describes Mongolians as fearless warriors. Furthermore, ideology and religion is 

never touched in the lyrics. When the famous Outer-Mongolian metal band The Hu’s popular 

song “The Great Chinggis Khaan” (the official MV gets played over four million times on 

YouTube) describes Genghis Khan as a legendary conqueror and “the bearer of the eternal 

Tengri3” (Better Noise Music, 2019), Ayanga is depicting Genghis Khan’s marriage with Börte 

in a romantic tone in “Ergun River” and expresses a longing to the homeland on the grassland 

where “Börte took the bath when got married”. Ayanga’s lyric is softer and more erotic, and the 

context of war, conquers and the Mongolian religions are all concealed. Furthermore, The Hu’s 

another top hit song “Wolf Totem” (played over thirty-two million times on YouTube) describes 

the fearless warrior spirits of the Mongols with various metaphors of aggressive beasts and 

destructive natural disasters. In contrast, in the lyrics of Ayanga’s song “Pride on the 

Horseback”, together with various classical texts in Mongolian lyrics – the free nomadic life on 

                                                 
3 The prime deity of Tengrism. 
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and the longing of the hometown in grassland, there are only some gentle hints of the 

Mongolians’ conquests and victories in the Eurasian continent:  

高高的苏鲁锭, 祖先用它指点江山。矮矮的蒙古马，托起蒙古人横跨欧亚大草原。 

With the tall spears, my ancestors pointed at this wide world; on the back of short 

Mongolian horses, the Mongols crossed the Eurasian steppe. (Ayanga, 2016) 

There are details in these lyrics that Mongolians can relate to: “苏鲁锭” is the pronunciation of 

“spear” in Mongolian, specifically refers to the spears symbolizing Mongolia, military power and 

war victory. Nevertheless, in Google the only result shows up about this song is a music-video 

with a scene of a running river among mountains. This song, with its texts of Mongolia’s history 

of conquering the Eurasian continent (including China, one of Genghis Khan’s grandsons – 

Kubla Khan founded the conquest dynasty Yuan Dynasty in China) seems to never have a 

chance to be performed at live in front of the public. Also, in Ayanga’s “Shar Grassland (the 

album is also named after this),” one of his most represented works, a folk song popular in 

Ordos, describes the war in a desolate tone: the warrior is dying in the battlefield without hope of 

returning home, and all he cares are his family and his lover who will mourn him with tears. The 

spirit of fighting is not celebrated, but rather, the song focuses on the individual’s death and 

failure – and the lyrics offer no context about the historical background of the creation of this 

folk song.  

The mainstream’s restriction and apathy of Mongolian’s cultural heritage and masculinity 

can also be proven by the transformation of Ayanga’s album covers. “Shar Grassland” was an 

album released before he competed in Super Vocal. After achieving popularity after Super Vocal, 

Ayanga released two Mandarin albums, one called “Tetralogy of Proceeding Against the Light 
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(逆光而行四部曲)” released in 2019, and one called “Immortal, THE ART (不朽的·THE 

ART)” released in 2020. What’s more, these two albums don’t include songs with motifs of 

Mongolian culture. While on the cover of “Shar Grassland” Ayanga is a fully-armored 

Mongolian warrior on the battlefield and staring aggressively at the audience, he looks quite 

submissive and abstract on the covers of the following two albums (Figure 3.2.1). In the first 

album, Ayanga’s image is coherent with the classic “warrior hero on the horseback” which is 

viewed as an ideal archetype in films that show Mongolian spirit and cultural heritage (Zou, 

2009, p. 33). The following two albums depict Ayanga without clothes, impossible to tell his 

ethnicity from clothing. Also, such naked position makes him look vulnerable and even erotic. 

Ayanga’s facial expressions also changed in the two later albums: he no longer makes eye 

contact with the audience and his expression is quite submissive. Instead, Ayanga closes his 

eyes, allowing people to gaze at his face and body recklessly. Such positions hint at a more 

objectified image of Ayanga, leaving his own will unannounced. From the transformation seen 

on these album covers we can tell that the more Ayanga’s mainstream popularity grows, the less 

he is ethnically significant, and the more submissively erotic he becomes. 
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Figure 3.2.1 Ayanga’s Three Album Covers.  
(Left to Right: Shar Grassland; Tetralogy of Proceeding Against the Light; Immortal, THE ART) 

 

In Ayanga’s popular musical representations, Mongolians are not the powerful conquerors, 

the warrior doesn’t get the chance to celebrate victory, and they neither worship Genghis Khan 

or Tengri. Rather, in Ayanga’s musical works Mongolians live an unchanged, cozy, nomadic 

lifestyle, celebrating romance and waiting to be looked at and adored. Masculinity and the 

Mongolian conquest history are strictly controlled in Ayangas’s mainstream musical 

presentations from the audiences’ attraction and identification. Such a strict strategy allows the 

history, culture, and ideology of the state power to remain under the Han’s subjectivity and 

supremacy. Han people prefer to consume Mongolian culture in an abstract and objectified way, 

a more submissive and erotic way. In this process, the inspiration of being fearless fighters and 

embracing masculinity is also restricted. Being aggressive and resistant is in conflict with the 

Han’s establishment of subjectivity and their domestication and assimilation towards ethnic 

minorities.  
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Chapter 4: Public’s Acceptance of Ethnic Minorities in the Fandom 

The mainstream, central-government-sponsored media has played an influential and 

authoritative role in minority representations for decades. On the other hand, the public’s 

perception of the state ideology is worth examining in a time of quickly developing media 

technologies and the prosperous production of cultural content. The audiences are now exposed 

to more diverse and affluent media feeds, and now, more than ever, are more involved in the 

production of culture. This raises the question: Is the state power’s ideas still as influential in the 

formation of the audiences’ impression about a certain group? The accessibility of media 

downloading and uploading technologies makes online fandom – the community of fans -- thrive 

like never before. Fans exchange their ideas of their interested media works/figures in online 

discussions and publish their derivative works in online forums. In fan communities, these 

derivative works are called fan-art, and are usually seen in different forms such as fiction, 

paintings, and videos. These fan-made derivative works are produced with source materials from 

a work or a series that are referred to as the authoritative origin (Kalinowski, 2014). Social media 

(such as blogs, microblogs and forums) have become the primary sphere for fans to recognize 

other fans and share ideas and resources (resources usually refer to the distribution of media 

records and official news). Furthermore, platforms (including social platforms) allowing fan-art 

publication and commentary give fans a broader channel allowing them to express more 

complicated and reflective ideas about the source works, and making such expressions more 

attainable for larger audiences, giving possibility to the formation of a traceable community 

ideology. 
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 Among all the forms of fan-art, fanfiction is the most popular medium due to its basic-level 

technology requirement and its flexibility in conveying complicated and abundant texts. A 

famous example to parallel the mechanism of fan-art is The Wind Gone Done by the African 

American novelist Alice Randall, which tells the famous story of Gone with the Wind from a 

slave’s point of view (Chander & Sunder, 2007). The authoritative origin of this work is Gone 

with the Wind. The authoritative origins can be works of fiction, comics, films, TV series, video 

games, etc. For the genre of “real person” (usually celebrities or influential individuals) fan-art, 

the source can be media interviews, social media posts, news publications and biographies. Fan-

art is considered to be self-reflective and self-empowering for it is usually produced to fulfill the 

fan-author’s (and the fan-audiences’) expectations and imagination about the source while the 

source work itself is unable to fulfill these expectations (Tushnet, 2017; Jenkins as cited in Chen, 

2020; Chander & Sunder, 2007). Taking The Wind Gone Done again as the instance to explain 

the case, Alice Randall retells the story from a Black slave’s point of view, while Gone With the 

Wind tells a story from the point of view of a white heroine who is formerly a slaveholder. The 

Wind Gone Done speaks for the ignored voice of the African Americans during the post-Civil 

War era, calling for attention to the underrepresented life experiences of African Americans in 

literary works. Fans can be unsatisfied with the original authoritative work just like Alice 

Randall is unsatisfied with Gone with the Wind, and the reasons for fans’ dissatisfaction would 

be diverse: a certain group is underrepresented or falsely told about, a character’s storyline is not 

well-developed, a relationship does not have enough in-depth depiction or is not depicted in a 

favorable way, a certain plot can be changed to give the original story a new possibility, some 

background information may be worth more exploration and explanation, or the story should go 
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on after “the end”. After all, the very point of fanfiction is that it is the way for fans to express 

their own ideas and reflections through some existing works. The stories in these fanfictions are 

always referred to as “fannish stories.” The word “fannish” is frequently used among the 

scholars studying fandom cultures, referring to objects, behaviors and phenomenon of/by/for 

fans (especially in fandoms.) Fannish stories are in many cases a collaboration and response of 

the source text combined with “cultural context within and outside the fannish community in 

which it is produced” (Busse & Hellekson, 2006, p. 5).  

With a huge population of young female fans, Ayanga has a huge online fandom as well. By 

looking into the popular topics and typical tropes in popular fan-art, it is possible to examine 

how the audiences of ethnic minority representations in China receive and interpret the 

ideologies conveyed to them. Since the 1990s there have been more media works produced by 

minority authors to express authentic and diverse representations of their own ethnic groups 

(Chen, 2010; Mu, 2020; Wei, 2006). However, it can be told from the representative expressions 

in Ayanga’s fan community that, although, the mainstream’s – the Han-Chinese’s – impression 

of ethnic minorities is still strongly influenced by the classic motif of being highly objectified 

and fetishized, and being feminized, primitive and Orientalized as well.  

Methodology for the Analysis of Ayanga in “Real Person Slash” 

Among the real person fanfics centering Ayanga as the (or one of the) protagonist(s), the 

majority of these fictions are commonly known as “real person slash (RPS).” RPS means these 

fan-works depict imaginary gay-homoerotic relationships between the protagonists – while the 

protagonists do exist in reality. “Slash” is named after the tradition that these homo-erotic 

fanfictions use the slash mark between two names to show the two males being paired as a 
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couple in the work. Such a preference is attributed to the turning point that made Ayanga well-

known in pop-culture: attending the music talent show Super Vocal in 2018 produced by one of 

the most influential provincial satellite TV channels famous for entertainment programs. In the 

show, Ayanga partnered with his former college classmate and roommate Zheng Yunlong. 

Ayanga and Zheng’s “bromance” or intimate friendship between straight males which looks very 

much like gay couple, in Super Vocal was the biggest publicity stunt of the show. It attracted 

many fans creating real person fan-art pairing them. Even after the show they attended various 

activities as partners. While Ayanga is a Mongolian from Ordos in Inner Mongolia Autonomous 

Region, Zheng is a Han from the city of Qingdao in Shandong Province4, their slash-pairing is a 

majority/minority interethnic romance. By looking into this pairing’s power dynamic, the 

analysis contrast how the fans depict Ayanga and Zheng respectively in their slash fictions. This 

examination indicates the mainstream’s attitude toward the ethnic minority’s representation, in 

other words, how the Han’s gaze toward the Mongolian is reflected in the content produced by 

Ayanga’s fandom. In the narrative constructed by the fandom whose majority population is Han, 

Ayanga’s image is stereotypical, fetishized, and objectified, with an overwhelming emphasis on 

his ethnicity. 

Corpus and Sample 

The source works for the analysis of Ayanga’s image in fanfictions is collected from one of 

the most mainstream collective fan-art platforms for Simplified-Chinese users – Lofter. Lofter 

allows users to publish either writings or pictures, which are the two most common forms of fan-

                                                 
4 A coastal province in East China with a majority population of Han, Qingdao is a major seaport 

city in the province. 
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art. “Simplified-Chinese users” is a word used to describe the community who use Simplified-

Chinese as the written language for communication. Simplified-Chinese is the official written 

language for Mainland China, also taken as the written form of China’s official language 

Mandarin (普通话), which sometimes is also the equivalent of Chinese (中文) and Han-language 

(汉语). Mandarin is a standard language based on the Han-languages in North China, firstly 

being created in 1920s under the idea that people across the whole nation would be more united 

together with the convenience of communicating with one singular language. Similarly, 

Simplified-Chinese was systematized and promoted nationwide by the central government in the 

1950s to raise the literacy rate of citizens in the People’s Republic of China. It differs from the 

Traditional-Chinese, which is still used in areas outside of the Mainland, such as the Chinese 

communities in Hong Kong, Taiwan and Southeast Asia. Simplified-Chinese is now used as the 

daily language by people who grow-up or are living in the Mainland, especially for Han people. 

This written-language of Mandarin has an underlying message of national union under the 

leadership of the mainstream Han. Being a member of the Simplified-Chinese community 

indicates one being bdeeply immersed in the mainstream collective culture in the Mainland. 

Therefore, Lofter, as one of the most influential Simplified-Chinese platforms, is representative 

in reflecting the Chinese fans’ ideology within the mainstream’s social values.  

The fanfictions chosen for the analysis of Ayanga’s image in the depictions of his fictional 

interethnic romance with Zheng were selected from the top all-time most favored fanfictions 

under the tag of “Ayanga&Zheng Yunlong (云次方)” in Lofter (hereinafter referred to as 

“Ayanga&Zheng”). The tag system is for the users to highlight and mark certain topics or 

elements included their publications, and the other users can search certain tag names to find 
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publications related to a specific field. The “Ayanga&Zheng” tag indicates that all the tagged 

fictions are “real person slash” works pairing Ayanga and Zheng. These tagged fanfictions either 

center Ayanga&Zheng or include this pairing, but the most popular ones always center on this 

pairing. Overall, the works under the tag of “Ayanga&Zheng” have been viewed slightly over 

fifty million times, with a total participation (the number of publications marked with this tag) 

over one hundred and ten thousand (data retrieved in March, 2021). Every publication on Lofter 

has a “like button” and a “recommend button” for the user to click (every work can be liked 

and/or recommended by a user only once) and show the viewer’s favor of the published content. 

The rankings of the tagged works is based on how many “likes” and “recommends” together a 

publication has received, and there are four rankings respectively counting the most popular 

works published in the previous day, week, month or all-time. 

Method 

The examination of how Ayanga is depicted in interethnic RPS fanfiction includes two 

approaches: 1) content analysis through coding several popular fanfictions and analyzing the 

frequency of the coded contents; and 2) case studies as literary critiques of whole pieces of 

fanfictions. The analyses will all use translated texts of the quoted work. 

The first approach of content analysis includes the five all-time most liked reality-based 

“Ayanga&Zheng” RPS works in Lofter. Hereinafter the “reality-based RPS” will refer to 

“retelling certain existing events by imagining how things would be if the two protagonists were 

actually in love.” The authoritative sources for this kind of narrative are usually media records 

such as variety shows, news reports, interviews and social media posts. For “Ayanga&Zheng,” a 

reality-based RPS work could probably be two of them trying to express their love of one 
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another backstage after the shooting of the final episode of Super Vocal – a variety show they 

participated in as real partners.  

The selection of RPS works for coding was made based on the following criteria: a) the 

selection should start from the No.1 liked fanfiction in the all-time total ranking of the tagged 

works centering “Ayanga&Zheng”; b) the fanfictions should use a reality-based narrative 

background. Coding of the content is listed and explained in the following table: 

Table 4.1. Coding Table. 

Codes Definition Examples 

Point of view used 

in the fanfiction 

Ethnicity of the character 

while the story is told in this 

character's point of view 

The fiction is told from Zheng's 

point of view so that the story is 

told in a Han's point of view for 

he is a Han.  

Texts of character's 

hometown in the 

fanfiction 

Texts mentioning the 

character's hometown, either 

the name of the 

city/province/area of the 

country of theirs, or some 

representative scenery or 

culture in their hometowns 

Ayanga calls himself a "man 

from the grassland," as Inner 

Mongolia is famous for its 

broad grasslands 

Texts of character's 

ethnicity in the 

fanfiction 

Texts mentioning the 

character's ethnicity 

Zheng feels that every 

Mongolian young man he sees 

in Inner Mongolia looks very 

much alike Ayanga 

Hometown-related 

personal pronouns 

Personal pronouns including 

information about the 

character's hometown. Either 

the name of the city/province/ 

region of Ayanga’s and 

Zheng’s, or some 

representative scenery or 

culture in their hometowns 

Ayanga is referred to as "Inner 

Mongolian"; 

Ayanga calls Zheng "ocean 

boy" and calls himself "sweetie 

of the grassland" 

Ethnicity-related 

personal pronouns 

Texts mentioning about the 

character's ethnicity 

A character calls Ayanga as 

"that Mongolian pal" 
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By studying how frequently Ayanga and Zheng’s ethnicity and hometown have been mentioned 

in the fanfictions, either being talked about or by a personal pronoun, the frequency shows to 

what extent the fans paid attention to Ayanga’s ethnicity. Since Ayanga’s hometown at the 

province level is “Inner Mongolia” and his ethnicity is “Mogolian,” for fans the distinction 

between these two concepts sometimes is blurred because “Inner Mongolian” means Mongolians 

living in Inner Mongolia. To clarify the coding scheme, the phrases including “Inner-” will be 

taken as region-related, and the ones without this prefix are ethnic-related. 

The second approach of literary critique will include two popular fantasized 

“Ayanga&Zheng” RPS in Lofter. Some typical fantasized tropes in RPS could be: 1) a totally 

fictional world-view such as a post-nuclear wasteland in the near future or a city ruled by mafias; 

2) a real historical moment in the past such as an ancient dynasty, a certain war or a civil 

revolution; 3) different careers for the protagonists, e.g. singers in reality became agents or cops 

in fannish stories while their original names are kept; 4) supernatural abilities such as (partly) 

transforming into animals, telepathy, witchcraft, time traveling, and fictional symptoms.5 The 

fantasized RPS includes more intertextuality with the real world that the fans live in, but in a 

different way. The more fantasies are included in the RPS, the more the imagination of fans’ is 

included, and the more of fans’ reflections on a specific piece of relationship will show. 

The selection will also be based on the all-time ranking of works in “Ayanga&Zheng.” 

Some ranking records in Lofter may already gone due to some reasons (e.g., the work in the 

                                                 
5 One of the broadly adopted fictional symptoms in fan-art is “flower-vomiting (hanahaki),” 

originated from a Japanese manga(comic) work called 花吐き乙女 (a flower-vomiting gal). The 

symptom is that when you secretly love someone you will vomit out fresh flowers continuously 

and get sick till finally dead – unless this crush is ended by either you stop loving or your love is 

replied by the one you love.  
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ranking is deleted due to the censorship policy or being attacked by haters), so the backup 

sources (usually an external-link to a copy in another platform) will be used to illustrate its 

popularity. Besides being top liked fantasied RPS works, the selected works would also be 

significant in indicating the protagonists’ ethnicities. The literary critique will focus on how the 

ethnic identity is shown and interpreted in the fiction: either verbal expressions directly 

mentioning the ethnicity throughout the narration or plots constructed centering the ethnic 

identity. 

Units of Analysis 

The five reality-based RPS works for content analysis are:  

#1 I Am Shipping My Roommate and Me (Chapter 1) 我磕了室友 x 我的 CP（一） 

#2 Is Wang Xi Fooled Again Today? 王晰今天也被驴了吗 

#3 I Am Shipping My Roommate and Me (Chapter 2) 我磕了室友 x 我的 CP（二） 

#4 The Flavor that Starts All Flavors (Part One) 百味之初 （上） 

#5 On Impulse, Being the Sugar Daddy of My Crush 冲动之下包养了暗恋对象 

RPS #1 is a first person story from Ayanga’s point of view, telling how Ayanga and Zheng 

become lovers when they meet again in the variety show Super Vocal after graduation – 

especially that the show requires Ayanga and Zheng to create romantic chemistry to attract more 

fan-girls for the show. RPS #2 is told from the point of view of another candidate in Super Vocal 

– a Han baritone singer named Wang Xi; this straight man step by step finally realizes that 

Ayanga and Zheng are couple. RPS #3 is the second chapter following RPS#1, while having the 

first-person narration switch to Zheng in this chapter. RPS #4 is another piece telling the story 

from the eyes of Zheng, about him struggling for years about his crush toward Ayanga before 
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meeting Ayanga again in Super Vocal. RPS#5 is told from Ayanga’s point of view at the 

beginning, while Ayanga has been crushing on Zheng since his undergraduate years, one day 

while drunk Ayanga chooses “I will be your sugar daddy” as the line to express his love to 

Zheng (it’s part of a classic dialogue from a Hong Kong romance movie) and causes them to 

spend more time and efforts to finally find out they actually have loved each other for years. 

The two fantasized RPS for literary critique are： 

#i An Inner Mongolian Goes to A Psychologist 一个内蒙人去看心理医生 

#ii Hawthorns 山楂 

RPS #i is a comedy in which Zheng is a cat raised by Ayanga. One day the cat starts talking 

to Ayanga, so Ayanga goes to a psychologist to talk about this supernatural incident. Finally, the 

cat becomes a human and Ayanga decides to give him a new human name – Zheng Yunlong. 

RPS #ii has a very similar storyline to the musical Miss Saigon, and the story happens during the 

time of the Cultural Revolution in  the 1960s in China, an historical era when many students and 

scholars were sent to the rural areas and underdeveloped areas in the name of  “receiving the 

preliterate re-education and joining the social construction.” Zheng is a student from Shanghai, 

and when he was sent to Inner Mongolia, he meets the local young man Ayanga who lives in a 

camp for gay people. 

Findings 

Ayanga in Reality-Based Real Person Slash 

In the five reality-based RPS works for content-analysis, the results indicate that Ayanga’s 

ethnic identity has been depicted and been paid more attention by the author. First, the point of 

view used in each article was analyzed, and no strong preference in either narrating from a Han 
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or Mongolian’s perspective is shown. Then, in the counting of the phrases and sentences 

mentioning Ayanga and Zheng’s hometown and ethnicity, Ayanga’s hometown showed up in the 

fanfictions significantly more times than Zheng’s. Meanwhile Ayanga was assigned to more 

ethnic-related personal pronouns while Zheng was never referred to in this way. It is notable that 

Ayanga’s homeland (Inner Mongolia) was somehow given the same name as his ethnicity 

(Mongolian), showing fans’ an even stronger focus on Ayanga’s ethnicity. Finally, even though 

the frequencies of Ayanga and Zheng relatively being referred to with hometown-related 

personal pronouns were equal, Zheng’s personal pronouns showed a more diverse pattern while 

Ayanga’s were always sticking to “Inner Mongolia” or “grassland.” 

The general result of the content coding is shown in the table below:  

Table 4.2. General Content Coding and Counts. 

  Fanfic#1 Fanfic#2 Fanfic#3 Fanfic#4 Fanfic#5 Total 

Point of View Mongolian 

(Ayanga) 

Han 

(Wang 

Xi) 

Han 

(Zheng) 

Han 

(Zheng) 

Mongolian 

(Ayanga) 
/ 

Mentioning 

Ayanga's 

hometown 

(counting) 

0 0 2 5 4 11 

Mentioning 

Zheng's 

hometown 

(counting) 

0 0 2 1 0 3 
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Table 4.2 (continued). 

  Fanfic#1 Fanfic#2 Fanfic#3 Fanfic#4 Fanfic#5 Total 

Mentioning 

Ayanga's 

Ethnicity 

(counting) 

1 0 0 1 0 2 

Mentioning 

Zheng's Ethnicity 

(counting) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Hometown-

related personal 

pronouns for 

Ayanga 

(counting) 

1 0 1 1 1 4 

Hometown-

related personal 

pronouns for 

Zheng (counting) 

1 0 2 1 0 4 

Ethnic-related 

personal 

pronouns for 

Ayanga 

(counting) 

0 1 0 2 1 4 

Ethnic-related 

personal 

pronouns for 

Zheng (counting) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

Overall, it can be told from the counts that Ayanga’s biographical background was 

emphasized much more frequently than Zheng’s. The fans showed a stronger interest in 

Ayanga’s ethnicity and birthplace, by either using such information to construct the plot or to 

create identifiable personal pronouns. In these RPS fanfictions, Ayanga was always the one 

depicted as struggling to promote his hometown ethnic and culture while Zheng seldom had such 
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concerns. Ayanga in the narratives was referred to as “that Mongolian man” many times, while 

Zheng was seldom called “that Han man”. 

Point of View. Among the five fanfictions, two pieces took Ayanga’s point of view (#1 and 

#5), which were coded as “Mongolian.” The remaining three pieces were coded as “Han;” two of 

them were written from Zheng’s point of view and the other one was written in the voice of an 

acquaintance of Ayanga and Zheng’s, a singer named Wang Xi.  

There was no obvious preference in choosing a Han’s or a Mongolian’s point of view when 

telling the story of an inter-ethnic romance. However, it can be told from the other content codes 

that no matter which point of view was chosen, the narratives generally reflected an emphasis on 

Ayanga’s ethnicity and hometown: only one fanfiction out of five mentioned Zheng’s 

biographical information more times than Ayanga’s, and that story was told in Zheng’s voice. 

Hometown and Ethnicity in the Plot. Three out of five fanfictions used Ayanga and/or 

Zheng’s hometown(s) as an element to develop the story. In #4 and #5, Ayanga’s hometown 

showed up much more frequently than Zheng’s hometown. It is also noteworthy how their 

hometowns were referred to in #3 when their hometowns were mentioned in a balanced tone. In 

a sentence from #3 that mentions both of Ayanga’s and Zheng’s hometowns, the description 

goes as follows: 

暗恋这个东西要谈何说起呢，我很想长话短说但真的说来话长，一切都要追溯到

09 年的那个夏季，我们青岛遇上内蒙古 […] 

How could you talk about your crush? I want to be short, but it’s really a long story: 

everything can be traced back to the summer of 2009, when Inner Mongolia met 

Qingdao[…] 
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In the narration Zheng refers himself as “Qingdao” while Ayanga was “Inner Mongolia,” yet 

these two references are not quite parallel. Qingdao is a city in Shandong province, while Inner 

Mongolia is a provincial-level autonomous region named after its main inhabiting minority 

group6. Other texts mentioning Ayanga’s and Zheng’s hometowns in #3 also used similar non-

parallel descriptions, describing Ayanga’s appearance as “his face once blown by the sand in 

Inner Mongolia (他那张被内蒙风沙吹过的脸)” while talking about Zheng’s college years in 

these words: 

[…]要不是阿云嘎天天带着我练，我可能早就退学回青岛当海鲜排挡一哥了。 

[…] had it not been Ayanga accompanying me during practice (of basic musical skills) 

every day, I might have dropped out of the college and returned to Qingdao to run a 

seafood stall .  

Meanwhile, in #4 and #5, Ayanga’s hometown was also referred to as “Inner Mongolia” or 

“grasslands,” for Inner Mongolia is famous for its broad grasslands. However, Ayanga’s 

hometown, the city in which he was born, is Ordos, or more precisely, Etuoke Banner. What’s 

more, Ayanga prefers to describe his home as being located in “the pastoral area,” which is 

different from the more general concept of grassland (Guxiang Yu Shijie, 2019), yet is not used 

in these fanfictions. Ayanga’s hometown was always depicted in an ambiguous manner, as the 

texts never accurately mentioned his birthplace, stuck as they were in the title “Inner Mongolia” 

which linked the autonomous region with the local Mongolian communities. 

                                                 
6 Some other autonomous region is not named after the inhabitant group, which are GuangXi, 

Ningxia and Xinjiang; the other region also named after the inhabitant group is Tibet. 
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Besides, two out of five fanfictions talked about Ayanga’s ethnicity in the story, while none 

of the five mentioned Zheng’s ethnicity. In #1 when Ayanga introduces himself in the first 

person, he describes himself as having “a heart of national unity” (民族团结的心), while in 

Chinese “national unity” means the unity of all ethnicities in China. In #4 when Zheng travelled 

in Inner Mongolia:  

[…]他看每个蒙古族的小帅哥都像阿云嘎, 

[…] to him, every handsome Mongolian young man he sees is very much like Ayanga. 

In these two fanfictions, Zheng’s ethnicity is never mentioned, his Han-ness is something lying 

within the context, and he doesn’t have to be recognized for having a heart of “national unity,” 

because from the author’s point of view such heart seems to be more like the ethnic minority’s 

affair. 

Hometown and Ethnicity in Personal Pronouns. In the five selected fanfictions, personal 

pronouns that the authors gave to Ayanga and Zheng which were related to their hometowns 

generally didn’t show a strong preference by emphasizing one of the two. Four out of five 

fanfictions used hometown-related personal pronouns. In #1 and #4 such pronouns were used 

once for each of them, in #5 they were used once for Ayanga, and in #3 they were used once for 

Ayanga and twice for Zheng. However, the pronouns given to them showed similar patterns as 

the texts talking about their hometowns: these hometown-related titles were not equal in the use 

of the regional scale. Ayanga’s personal pronouns included either “Inner Mongolian” or 

“grassland,” such as “sweetie of the grassland” (草原甜心) (#1) or “the Inner Mongolian lovely 

flower” (内蒙娇花) (#3)  or “Inner Mongolian.” It was always either the provincial-level 

autonomous region name or the famous Inner Mongolian tourist attraction of grasslands. On the 
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other hand, Zheng’s personal pronouns were more diverse, from “ocean boy” (海洋男孩) (#1) to 

“Price of Qingdao” (青岛王子) (#3), “the Qingdao bro” (青岛老哥) (#3) and “the northern big 

man” (北方大汉) (#4). Zheng’s regional pronouns could be detailed as to his home city, to the 

coastal location of it, and also be general to the northern part of China. It is also noteworthy that 

Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region is on the northern borderline of China, in the north of 

Shandong Province, yet the “North/South China” idea is regarded as a characteristic to 

distinguish Han habitants. 

Besides the contrast between the province-related personal pronouns for Ayanga and 

various region-related personal pronouns for Zheng, another significant pattern is that Ayanga 

was assigned to more erotic, feminized, objectified and fetishized metaphors such as “sweetie” 

and “flower,” while Zheng’s pronouns were within the category of human-beings. While the 

ethnic minorities are usually depicted in a female image – “the weaker gender” (Hoddie, 2006, p. 

4), some metaphors are also usually taken as feminized, such as flower and candy. Flowers and 

candies are submissive, just like many men fantasize how their ideal woman would want to be 

treated. Ayanga didn’t exhibit any stereotypically female-like vulnerable behaviors in these 

fanfictions, for example being shy, asking for help in a cute tone, or having poor physical 

strength. It’s well-known among Ayanga’s fans that during his teenage years he had to work hard 

to make a living in Beijing on his own and pay for his tuition fees (Zuirenwu, 2019), so fans 

seldom portray Ayanga as physically weak. However, Ayanga was still referred to as a “lovely 

flower” and “sweetie,” something feminized, fragile, and treated as an object instead of a human. 

Such objectified and fetishized metaphors combined with the prefix of “Inner 

Mongolian/grassland” reflect his submissive status in a Han-centered fannish narrative 
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environment. The fannish authors make him surrender to the Han’s gaze, which is an 

authoritative and dominant power. When Ayanga is related to his Inner Mongolian hometown, 

he becomes an objectified minority being called flower and sweetie, to be weakened and treated 

less than a human – a human like Zheng. 

The ethnic-related personal pronouns showed similar patterns to the texts talking about their 

ethnicities. None of the five fanfictions used ethnic-related personal pronouns to refer to Zheng, 

while three out of five fanfictions called Ayanga “the Mongolian” (蒙古人) (#4 and #5) and 

“that Mongolian pal” (蒙古朋友) (#2). Ayanga’s ethnicity is taken as a personal pronoun that 

readers can easily understand that Ayanga is the one referred to, yet Zheng’s ethnicity is 

somehow “invisible” or “not a straightforward personal pronoun” throughout the narratives. 

Ayanga’s ethnicity makes him identifiable, makes him stand out from the ordinary and average – 

while the ordinary and average are Han people when their other characteristics are not marked. 

Having one’s ethnicity not marked is a privilege owned by the mainstream group, their ethnicity 

won’t sink their individual personalities into the ethnic stereotypes that are used by others to get 

to know them. For ethnic minorities like Ayanga, their ethnicity replaces their individual 

identity, spectators differentiate them from others who would not be identified through ethnic 

identity. 

Conclusion. These findings indicate that in fanfiction narratives constructed by the Han-

dominated fandom, Ayanga’s image is stereotypical, fetishized, and objectified, with an 

overwhelming emphasis on his ethnicity. 

Due to the uniqueness that Inner Mongolia is one of the only two autonomous regions 

whose region name and ethnic community are intertwined as one, overwhelmingly relating 
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“Inner Mongolia” to Ayanga erases the unique details which could single out a particular 

Mongolian individual, reflecting that the mainstream’s recognition of Mongolians is 

stereotypical and ambiguous. In contrast, Zheng is clearly depicted in the fanfictions as being 

born in Qingdao, a coastal city in north China. The abstract image of “grassland” frequently 

related to Ayanga is another stereotypical metaphor assigned to Mongolians, and shows a 

fetishized tone in the Han’s perception of Mongolians which bonds an ethnic minority to abstract 

natural scenery. Though grasslands are the most famous tourist attraction in Inner Mongolia, 

there are also many highly developed cities, such as Ordos. The erotic metaphors used in the 

personal pronouns for Ayanga further highlight the fetishized tone. While Zheng is called “boy,” 

“prince” or “man”; Ayanga is sometimes called “pal,” and also materialized as “sweetie” and 

“lovely flower.” Besides, Zheng’s ethnicity is invisible in the narrative – no matter if the story is 

told from Ayanga’s point of view or not. Zheng’s Han-ness is an identity seems to be no need to 

tell. On the other hand, Ayanga’s ethnicity is very much identifiable for the mainstream and is 

used by the fanfiction authors as a personal pronoun for him.  

By objectifying the ethnic minorities, shrinking the minorities’ identification to their 

ethnicities, the Han’s subjective identity is constructed in contrast. The Han have the right and 

power to identify themselves with diverse terms and narratives beyond ethnicity. No matter in 

whose voices these fanfictions depicting Mongolian-Han interethnic relationships are told, the 

Han’s supremacy and subjectivity always rule the narrative. 

Ayanga in Fantasized Real Person Slash 

Though real person slash is based existing people, as long as it is fictional, the extent to 

which the fannish story is rooted in reality can be flexible. In RPS works with a large portion of 
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fantasized composition, the relationships between characters, their names and some of their 

characteristics are usually the features that are kept in the writings. Meanwhile, the worldview, 

the time and space of the story, the protagonists’ career, and their abilities are usually the fields 

of interest that become fantasized. Some popular RPS works featuring Ayanga and Zheng are 

such fantasized fanfics. Though the story is rather far from the real biographical information of 

the protagonists, the representation and situation of ethnicities from the real world is still 

reflected in such stories. Ayanga’s ethnicity is referred to as the one and only personal pronoun 

for readers to identify him in the narrative. Furthermore, sometimes Ayanga’s and Zheng’s 

ethnicities become the base stone to construct the whole storyline, deciding their characteristics, 

what they experience, and how they end up. 

An Inner Mongolian Goes to A Psychologist. In the fanfiction titled “An Inner Mongolian 

Goes to A Psychologist (一个内蒙人去看心理医生),” the story, though quite fantasized, still 

fits in the category of RPS. This fiction is the No.2 most popular slash fiction in Lofter’s ranking 

of all time under the tag of “Ayanga&Zheng”. The work shows a Mongolian within the Han’s 

gaze from the very beginning in its title: Ayanga is referred to as “an Inner Mongolian.” 

Throughout the whole story, Ayanga’s name is never mentioned, while at the same time the plot 

has almost nothing to do with Ayanga’s ethnicity. The story is a humorous comedy written in the 

form of dialogue between Ayanga and his psychologist, with a supernatural trope that Zheng is a 

pet cat raised by Ayanga with a nickname “Da-Long (大龙)” (a nickname of Zheng’s in reality) 

who one day mysteriously starts to talk like a human and frightens Ayanga, making Ayanga goes 

to a psychologist to solve this incident. From the point of view of the psychologist, the narrative 

begins with a sentence like this:  
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一个内蒙人走进来坐下，满面愁容。 

An Inner Mongolian comes in and sits down, looking very apprehensive. 

Throughout the story the dialogue is shown as between “the Inner Mongolian” and “the doctor.” 

Yet it is quite unknown how the psychologist is able to tell that this new patient of his/hers is an 

Inner Mongolian at the first sight. At the end of the story, the cat became a man after being 

struck by the thunder, and Ayanga gives his cat Da-Long a human name “Zheng Yunlong,” and 

the psychologist’s name is revealed that he is called “Dr. Wang,” yet Ayanga still doesn’t have a 

name in the story. “The Inner Mongolian” side of Ayanga is not a recognizable identity in the 

narrative and for the other characters in the story, but rather functions as a recognizable personal 

pronoun for the readers of the fiction – who read the story because it’s an RPS of Ayanga and 

Zheng, and Ayanga is always the only Inner Mongolian protagonist in the story. The Han’s gaze 

in which minority ethnicity is a spectacle goes beyond the narrative in this fiction, becoming a 

context related to the world outside the story itself. 

In contrast, there are some descriptions in the dialogue that reflect Zheng’s ethnicity in 

reality – even reflec Zheng’s Han identity with a priority in the society. In the fiction, Ayanga 

describes his cat’s angry ranting as: 

山东口音，词汇量比我大。 

An accent from Shandong Province, with a larger vocabulary than mine. 

Zheng, in reality, comes from Shandong Province and is a fluent Mandarin-speaker, for in 

Shandong Province a school education includes practicing Mandarin while Ayanga in Inner 

Mongolia belongs to the students who received education in Mongolian. Another detail 

identifying the Han as the mainstream identity lies in the general context that Ayanga uses 
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“vocabulary” to refer to “Mandarin vocabulary,” and further indicating that Ayanga is speaking 

Mandarin with the psychologist. In the later part of the story, Ayanga says that:  

猫让我带一提青岛啤酒回去，再带一袋虾仁。 

The cat asked me to bring home half a dozen Tsingtao beers together with a pack of 

peeled shrimp. 

This is a popular form of entertainment for people living in Qingdao like Zheng. Ayanga doesn’t 

mention any detail that could precisely indicate his hometown or ethnicity, nor is he named in 

this work. Though there are some hints of Ayanga’s ethnicity, they are not precise enough to 

conclude that Ayanga is a Mongolian from Inner Mongolia. Besides Ayanga saying his 

Mandarin is not very advanced, he also mentions that he owns many sheep back in his 

hometown. However, many elder Chinese, foreign-born Chinese and people from Southern 

China are not fluent in Mandarin, just like those minorities who speak their ethnic mother tongue 

in daily life. What’s more, without mentioning the species or the number of owned sheep, 

herding sheep is a typical practice in many countryside areas of China. These details about 

Mandarin and sheep come after the presupposition that Ayanga’s ethnicity is revealed to the 

reader, and are different from the details about the cat which would help the readers to interpret 

that it is a fantasized character made out of Zheng.  

In this piece of work, the recognition of Ayanga relies on the Han-gaze of the readers and 

his relationship with Han characteristics. Ayanga’s ethnicity got fetishized to be recognizable as 

his personal pronoun because such fetishization makes him recognizable in the narrative 

centering Han’s point of view. The mainstream population’s ethnicity is always not needed, yet 

the minority’s ethnicity is always noticeable for the public because such an identity differentiates 
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minorities from the mainstream. This point of view on the surface is that of the psychologist, 

who is very possible designed as a Han figure because Ayanga and Zheng have a Han friend in 

Super Vocal whose last name is Wang, and Wang is a typical Han last name. Yet this doctor 

actually represents the Han reader/gazer’s point of view. Though Ayanga’s should be playing the 

role of “patient,” he is called “the Inner Mongolian,” and all the details describing Ayanga’s life 

are so ambiguous that none of them can alone stand as a clue to show that Ayanga is an Inner 

Mongolian. These details can only be interpreted as the representation of Inner Mongolian only 

after Ayanga’s ethnicity is known. This ethnic personal pronoun can only be assured to represent 

Ayanga when a Han-centered view is established in the narrative, because a Han-centered 

narrative offers the context in which the ethnicity can refer to a minority figure. Such a way of 

establishing a minority’s identity is very high-profile in showing Han’s supremacy, yet probably 

also very hard to be recognized by the Han readers. Ironically, An Inner Mongolian Goes to A 

Psychologist is also tagged by the author as “Top Ayanga & Bottom Zheng (嘎龙)” (top and 

bottom are words used to describe the roles in gays’ sexual relationships, meaning the one who 

penetrates is metaphorically “on the top” in sexual behaviors). While Ayanga is the owner of the 

“cat” Zheng, he is not playing a dominant role in the narrative. The true dominator of the story is 

the Han discourse at large. 

Hawthorns. The fanfiction Hawthorns is another popular work in the fandom of 

“Ayanga&Zheng,” which was once in the daily ranking under the tag in Lofter yet now deleted 

for some reason. The text of Hawthorns was at first published on another multi-language 

collective fanfiction platform called ArchiveofOurOwn7 (also usually referred to as AO3), 

                                                 
7 The original Lofter link is http://yangenb.lofter.com/post/1f32e930_12db83483 
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externally linked to Lofter – a common practice for Chinese fanfiction authors to avoid 

censorship in domestic fanfiction platforms. Though the ranking record of Hawthorns in Lofter 

is gone, its ranking in AO3 still reflects its popularity: ranking with “hits” in all 

“Ayanga&Zheng” tagged fanfics, Hawthorns is on the 10th page out of 292 pages, with 20 results 

on each page (data retrieved in March, 2021). Hawthorns is a work which depicts Ayanga in a 

Orientalist tone, making him a parallel to the classic Orientalist archetype “Miss Saigon,” who is 

“an object of romantic interest and sexual desire and as a figure of exceptional maternal 

devotion” (Pao, 1992, p. 22). In the musical work with the same name, this “Miss Saigon” 

innocently falls in love with a male with privileged identity from a civilized background, and 

finally sacrifices life to defend the love. 

Hawthorns is set in the period of China’s Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, which was 

“a violent sociopolitical purge movement in China from 1966 until 1976” (Wikipedia). Though 

the backdrop is quite “Chinese,” the opening of the story already shows a privileged protagonist 

who wants to escape from turbulence, just like in Miss Saigon where the depressed American 

soldier, Chris, waits to return to the United States when the Vietnam War is going to end. Zheng, 

who provides the first-person narration, was a student from the metropolis of Shanghai, being 

reluctantly sent to Inner Mongolia for the socialist construction in the countryside – a 

phenomenon during the Great Revolution that the “Educated Youth (知识青年)” were forced to 

go work in the underdeveloped regions to “receive the re-education of being proletariat 

peasants.” Then, after Zheng’s arrival, he meets Ayanga and immediately falls in love with his 

beauty and innocence:  
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他很美丽，这是真的，他太美了，他在水杯口溢出来落不到桌面蛀缝，他是耶稣另

一个身体。他下蹲的姿势圣洁得不像在这里——他在哪呢，他在狄奥多拉桡骨的翡

链上，他照耀十三州府无数光带的疟疾与蛮荒，他要是国王，举世子民都要为他痴

乱迷狂[…] 

他侧面的脸渐渐进入整片月光。他说，啊，你好。 

——那一瞬间，我发现我很爱他。 

“He is very beautiful. I really mean it, he is so beautiful. He spills over from the edge of 

the cup yet does not fall into the quilting on the table, he is the other body of Jesus. When 

he squats down, it seems that such sanctity doesn’t belong to here and now – where is he, 

then? He is in the emerald chain around Empress Theodora’s radius, he shines the 

thirteen cities of Anhui in plague and famine, he is the king that all his people would go 

crazy for him […] 

His side face gradually enters the whole moonlight. He says, oh, hello. 

—at that moment, I found that I love him very much. 

This description of Ayanga’s “beauty” is very much in the fashion of Orientalism – an exotic and 

abstract mixture of Oriental images, beautiful, submissive for people to fall in love with, sexy as 

fatale but also innocent like a saint. Ayanga is seen as the avatar of Jesus, the Byzantine empress 

Theodora’s jewelry, and the hope for people suffering from natural disasters in ancient Chinese 

cities – a chaotic medley of images from different times and places, just like in Orientalism an 

exotic beauty is never depicted with clear and accurate cultural details. Zheng in the story claims 

that he immediately falls in love with Ayanga, which is clearly fetishized superficial behavior: he 
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merely loves Ayanga’s looks. In Miss Saigon, Chris’s affection for Kim is also just as shallow: 

he is attracted to this exotic youth’s innocent looks. Like in Chris’s point of view that Kim is the 

only girl with innocence in the brothel, in Hawthorns Ayanga lives in the “camp” yard for gays, 

being the pure one in an indecent place.  

Also similar to Kim in Miss Saigon, Ayanga in Hawthorne looks forward to being taken to 

Zheng’s hometown, to a developed world, and believes that his lover would really do it for him: 

 哇——上海哦！他几步过来蹲在我旁边，手掌放在膝盖上，是不是有很大的轮

船？会冒烟的，叫起来呜呜的响—— 

是，特别大，几百个你加起来也比不上。 

不会沉吗？ 

啊？不会吧，怎么会沉—— 

你什么时候回上海呀？他其实很像兔子，我刚刚才发现。 

我？我可能要很久很久，我不知道，几个月或者几年。 

你带我走吧。 

他说。 

Wow—Shanghai! He stepped over and squatted next to me, palms on his knees. Are 

there big steamers? The ones that smoke, with the ‘woowoo’ sound… 

Yes, it's very big, even hundreds of you can't compare it. 

Will it not sink? 

What? No, how could it sink-- 
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When are you going back to Shanghai? – He actually looks a lot like a rabbit, I just found 

out. 

Me? It may take me a long time, I don't know, months or years. 

Take me when you go. 

He says. 

Zheng draws a glaring similarity to Chris, who returns to his hometown, unable to bring his lover 

with him, but when he finally manages to go back, his lover has already sacrificed his life to 

defend the love: 

他的山楂散了一地，被匆匆略过他身体的人踢到站台下边或是哪里；他不停拿袖子

擦眼睛，他说郑云龙你快来拿去，山楂太多啦，我吃不光了。我说别担心，我妈妈

病了，我过几天就回来接你。他为什么哭呢？火车开得越快我越能早点带你回去

呀，我朝他笑着挥手，他喊，郑云龙，再见。 

他笑了。他好美，像我们第一次见面那样，我见了一眼就永生难忘。 

我翻开他给我的字典；他只在扉页写了一句俄语，翻译过来是“我曾经那样真诚、

那样温柔地爱过你”。 

His hawthorns are scattered, kicked to the bottom of the station platform or somewhere 

by people hurriedly passing him; he keeps wiping his eyes with sleeves, saying: Zheng 

Yunlong, come and take them, too many hawthorns, I can’t eat them up on my own.  

Don’t worry, I say, my mother is sick, I will come back to pick you up in a few days. 

Why is he crying? The faster the train goes, the sooner I can take you back, I smile and 

wave to him, he shouts: Zheng Yunlong, bye. 
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He smiles. He is so beautiful, just like when we first met, I will never forget after the first 

sight. 

I open the dictionary he gives me; he only writes a Russian sentence on the title page, 

which translates as ‘I used to love you so sincerely and tenderly.’” 

小郑，昨天红卫兵把他抓了去，说是在他后院发现了几本诗集……小郑，他告诉我

他房间里有留给你的东西，你快去看看吧。……节哀。 

我冲进阿云嘎房间，一下子痛哭失声。 

Zheng, the Red Guards arrested him yesterday, saying that he had found a few poems in 

his backyard ... Zheng, he told me that he had something left for you in the room, so 

please go and see. ... sorry for your loss. 

I rush into Ayanga's room, burst into tears, speechlessly. 

The overall storyline in Hawthorns that Ayanga devotes his life in an interethnic romance 

totally overlaps with Miss Saigon. He falls in love with a man from a more developed place with 

a higher social status than his own, then being left behind and bullied by the local authority for 

engaging in some “false” relationship. In addition, there are other details showing him being 

presented as a typical Asian woman in the popular Western plays of “maternal melodrama” in 

the 19th and 20th centuries (Pao, 1992, p. 22). Though Ayanga is at first shown as young and 

innocent, and even talks in a somehow childish way due to a slight level of mental disorder 

(which is a result of being bullied, according to the story), he also shows experienced maternity. 

A sentence in the middle of the story when Zheng is enjoying getting along with Ayanga, he 

feels that Ayanga is taking care of him like a mother: 
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哎呀，你衣服都湿了，快拿我的换上，着凉了可不好。他好像妈妈，他和我妈妈一

样温柔又美丽。 

Oops, your clothes are all wet. Change them quickly. It's not good to catch cold. He is 

like a mother, he is as gentle and beautiful as my mother. 

In the beginning of Miss Saigon, Kim is an underage orphan working in a brothel, and later she 

gets pregnant. Ayanga is a mother-like figure as well, even though he is actually a young man. 

Ayanga is placed into the position designed for Asian women under the gaze of the white 

supremacist patriarchy who is devalued to the point of becoming a sexualized object capable of 

expressing nothing beyond sexuality and maternal love. 

How Ayanga and Zheng are depicted in Hawthorns is very far from reality – even though 

this fanfiction is supposed to be a so called real person slash. The biographical plots in this story 

are not transformed from Ayanga and Zheng’s real life: unlike the orphan living in the camp with 

in Hawthorns, Ayanga in reality inherited 270 acres of grassland from his father, and he has 

several elder siblings who takes care of him (Sheng, 2010). Furthermore, Zheng’s hometown is 

not Shanghai, even though he currently lives and works there. Compared with Shanghai, which 

has been the globally famous metropolis in China since 1920s, Zheng’s true hometown, 

Qingdao, is not a similarly highly-developed international metropolis. The romance between 

Ayanga and Zheng in Hawthorns is very abstract and even metaphorical: it’s derived from a 

classic archetype of a privileged man from a rich and prosperous place meeting a vulnerable and 

devoted woman from an underdeveloped backdrop. Such romance is usually set in the context of 

colorism and white supremacy. The romantic trope in Hawthorns is not about the relationship 

between Ayanga and Zheng, but a fetishized interethnic romance between the dominant ethnicity 
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and a peripheral one – in this RPS work, Han and Inner Mongolian. Ayanga is a parallel to Kim, 

being the object for the audience to put their erotic fantasies into, freely interpreting their 

personalities, and putting them into inaccurate impressions and tropes for an ambiguously 

defined group. The ethnic minority becomes the internal Orientalist other in the Simplified-

Chinese community. 

Yet such a fetishized interpretation solely based on the very superficial ethnic connection is 

seen as appealing and coherent to many fans of “Ayanga&Zheng,” making this piece of work 

among the top 3% of works in the fandom in AO3. The popularity of Hawthorns indicates that 

for many fans of Ayanga or even audiences of minority cultures, the power dynamic between 

Han and ethnic minorities is just like the ones seen in Orientalism. The minorities are taken as 

objects filled with exotic and sexual fantasies by the mainstream spectators; the ethnicity speaks 

for and rationalizes such fantasies because it has been believed to be true by the mainstream, 

who hold the right of illustrating the ethnic relationship. The power dynamic between ethnic 

minorities and the Han enables the practice of Orientalism toward the minorities. Ayanga is not 

only fetishized by his ethnicity in Hawthorns, to take it a further step, his ethnicity is even 

abstracted by the power dynamic with the Han. Firstly, his individual personality is replaced by 

the public’s impression of his ethnic group, then the interethnic Han-Mongolian relationship is 

replaced by the Orientalist trope between the powerful White man and the vulnerable Asian 

woman. 
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Conclusion: The Han Lens 

Ayanga’s ethnic representation reflects mainstream’s media manipulation strategies in 

China for the purpose of constructing the Han's subjective nationality in comparison to the 

domestic minorities in an objectified, othered, and culturally and historically ambiguous status. 

Influenced by such representations, in fanfictions the fans collectively interpret and construct 

Ayanga into a highly objectified, fetishized, feminized, primitive and Orientalized literary image. 

In the analysis of the physical patterns of Ayanga’s performances on official media stages, 

we find that Ayanga, a singer of a domestic ethnic minority, has been given a fluid status in the 

ethnic spectrum to construct various othered ethnic identities. The Han’s subjectivity is 

constructed by othering and objectifying the minorities. Being alone in comparison with Han, the 

domestic minorities play the role of the objectified internal Other who lives a primitive life in the 

rural wild and needs guidance in living. It reflects Han’s privileged status as a subject of a 

modernized group living in urban areas with a more civilized life. On occasions when China 

needs to exert its influence on foreign ethnicities, Han would announce its power and presence 

by positing the domestic minority in a more Han-like position in comparison to foreign ethnic 

nationals. By making a domestic minority singer’s ethnicity visually ambiguous and engaging 

Chinese dancers to play the foreign roles, Han’s subjectivity is announced through its power of 

freely modifying the signifier and signified body images of other ethnicities. 

In the analysis of linguistic presentation in various musical programs and musical works, 

Inner Mongolian performers and Mongolian songs are experiencing a one-way assimilation and 

domestication of the Han state power toward ethnic minorities. Their cultural influence and 

cultural identification are both restricted by the mainstream. When playing monolingual 
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translated subtitles for Mongolian songs, mainstream audiences’ recognition of Mongolian 

written texts is reduced; when Inner Mongolian singers can sing in fluent Mandarin, while on the 

other hand Han singers never learns to sing Mongolian songs, Mongolian seems to be a language 

incapable of being accessed to by the mainstream. Therefore, an alienation is practiced in the 

Mongolian language. In addition, the lyrics of Mongolian songs by Ayanga lack details in 

cultural and historical references and are usually presented less aggressively when compared to 

songs by the Outer Mongolian band The HU, who celebrates the national culture in a high-

profile way. The strategies of only allowing ambiguous and stereotypical texts of Mongolian 

culture to be present to the general public and controlling the text of “Mongolian characteristics” 

to be romantic and gentle ensures that the national government maintains its Han’s supremacy in 

cultural production and domesticates the ethnic minorities to be assimilated by the Han’s 

discourse. This ensures Han’s subjectivity in the construction of their nationality. 

The alienation and abstraction of minority’s ethnicity is also practiced in Han fans’ fannish 

compositions like Ayanga’s fictional interethnic romance. Ayanga’s ethnicity is subverted to be 

his personal pronoun and the motivation of his storyline throughout the fannish narratives. His 

personality is shrunken to the Inner Mongolian-ness, and such fetishized ethnicity lacks accurate 

details depicting how his ethnic communal life has modeled him. He is recognized through his 

ethnicity and also constructed by an abstract idea of his ethnicity. Ayanga is identifiable for the 

readers through ethnicity – while Zheng is not identified by his Han ethnicity. Han’s subjective 

identity is constructed in contrast. Not only Zheng’s identity but the Han fannish author and 

reader’s identity are also constructed in this way. Han fans practice their power as the dominant 

public through highlighting Ayanga’s ethnicity and concealing the Han’s. Also, Ayanga’s 
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characteristics and experiences may not be generated from his authoritative origin in reality but 

based upon the archetype of an ethnically-vulnerable woman of color in White supremacy. This 

is a projection of an unbalanced power relationship in an interethnic romance that is believed to 

be genuine by Han fans when they gaze upon Ayanga. The architypes of ethnic minorities as 

being highly spectacle-like, fetishized, feminized, primitive and Orientalized has all been put 

into practice in the composition of the fannish literary image of Ayanga. 
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